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A B S T R A C T 
The project is aimed to introduce readers an approach - fundamental analysis - for 
security analysis. The f ramework is applicable to both equities and debt instruments. To 
give readers a clear understanding of the methods, the project is divided into two parts. 
The first part of the project gives readers a generic understanding of fundamental 
analysis. Under the framework of fundamental analysis, analysts need to examine both the 
macro and micro aspects about a firm. Macro aspects refer to the external environment or 
the operating environment of the firm such as economic conditions and industries rivalry. 
Micro aspects inean the internal operating environment o f t h e firm such as its management 
capability and financial strength. Specific techniques for company valuations and 
economic forecasting are also discussed. 
The second part of the project is a case study on Cheung Kong Infrastructure 
Holdings Limited. The aim of the case study is to illustrate how to implement the 
methodologies stated in the first part. Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings Limited, with 
its diversified portfolio, enables us to apply different models for valuation. In the course 
of the valuation, assumptions are made about the future of both the firm and the 
macroeconoinic environment. Rationales of those assumptions are stated so as to show 
how they could be arrived based on the environmental analysis. 
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C H A P T E R I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Overview OfFundainenta l Analysis 
Fundamental analysis involves trying to estimate a security's "intrinsic value" or 
“true worth,,i by taking into account such factors as economic conditions, quality of 
management, expected earnings and dividends, and the return available on other 
investments. The idea is to find securities, stocks or bonds, whose current prices are 
lower than their intrinsic value. 
Though we are trying to find undervalued stocks under the fundamental analysis 
f ramework, the efficient market hypothesis (EMH)^ still holds. Because of the constant 
price swings, securities prices tend to coincide with their true worth only on occasion, in 
the course of fluctuating above and below the intrinsic value. This price behavior makes 
the fundamental analysis valuable as investors may buy undervalued stocks to make 
profits. 
1 The "inirinsic value” or "lriic worlh" ofa firni is lhc、.aluc which is Jiistincd by assets, earnings, 
dividends, dcfinilc prospccls. and lhc Qiclor of niaiiagcinciil. 
2 The priccs ofsccuritics fully rcflccl a\ ail;iblc infornialion in an c(Ticicnl markel. Investors buying bonds 
and stocks in an c(Ticicnl inarkci should cxpccl lo oblaiii an equilibrium ralc or return. Firms should 
expccl 10 rcccixc lhc "lair" \ aluc (prcscnl \ aluc) for lhc scciiritics llicy scll. 
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Valuation Approaches 
The fundamental analysis helps investors grasp in-depth understanding o f b o t h the 
firm and its operating environment. Investors need to incorporate all the findings in their 
previous analysis by making reasonable assumptions in the valuation process. They need 
to quantify all the qualitative factors observed in the analysis. 
The choice of appropriate valuation models is vital to get a fair appraisal of the 
firm value. N4aking imprudent assumptions would lead to picking a wrong model. This in 
turn would lead to a wrong investment conclusion even i f t h e analysis is done excellently. 
Information Sources 
When analyzing any securities, investors are inevitably required to find as much 
information about the finn as possible. They need to dig out every detail about the firm. 
It means that a big chunk of informat ion is required. For professional analysts, they would 
usually visit the target firms and meet with their management to get some proprietary 
information. However, for ordinary investors, they can only make use ofpubl ic ly available 
information to formulate their researches. They may find useful information from 
company prospectus, company annual reports, newspapers, government publications and 
online databases like DataStream and Bloomberg. 
Methodology 
In doing this project, we have conducted a comprehensive literature review 
regarding fundamental analysis. Various approaches are combined and various valuation 
models are discussed. We also interviewed some professional analysts and gained some 
3 
insights into this industry through discussion with them. For the case study, information 
about the company was found through different channels, including: interviews with 
analysts, DataStream, Bloomberg, Reuters, newspaper cuttings, publications of the China 
Statistics Bureau and the Hong Kong Government Statistics Bureau, company prospectus 
and company annual reports. 
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C H A P T E R II 
A N A L Y T I C A L F R A M E W O R K FOR C O M M O N STOCKS 
There are two approaches in security analysis, top-down and bot tom-up. In a 
broad sense, top-down investors would begin the analysis with country selection. Then, 
the analysis is narrowed down to industry level. After that, "fundamentals"'^ of firms are 
examined and the most attractive firm would be identified. Then, based on prior analyses, 
investors need to relate the firnVs performance to its operating environment to predict its 
future. 
Bot tom-up investors would start the analysis with a number of target firms. Then, 
each firm would be evaluated to see whether it is undervalued. More emphasis would be 
put on firin-specific analysis and valuation techniques. However, it is also important to 
look at broad environmental factors to understand the firin's potentials. Its main 
difference from top-down approach is that a target firm is selected in the first place. The 
analysis is then oriented to that particular firin. 
In the second j3art of this project, there is a case study. The aim of the case is to 
illustrate how to implement the analysis in practice. The bottom-up approach is adopted 
as it is the industry's common practice. 
3 "Fundamenlals" means lhc underlying characlcrislics ofa firni. such as lhe levemge, profitability, 
growth polcnlial. cash position, clc. 
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C H A P T E R 111 
E C O N O M I C ANALYSIS 
International And Domestic Economic Environment 
Except for the fact that target firins are selected beforehand, the analytical 
f rameworks of both approaches are very similar. They are both started with the 
international economic environment. Here, the operations of a firm in a worldwide 
context is examined. First where the profits of a finn are from (by region) is examined. It 
is important to know which region, fast growing like Asia or slow growing like Europe, 
contributes most to its profits. Second, where the firm is exporting is looked into in order 
to find out any external constraints on its operations, such as anti-dumping rules, quotas, 
etc. Third, where the competitors (other than those local competitors) are from is 
examined to see whether it faces any head-on competition with those giant multinational 
corporations (MNCs). 
By looking at the international economy, we can have a sense of how the firm is 
operating. However, this is not applicable to those domestic f inns who do not have any 
international ties. 
The domestic economy is the environment in which a firm is based. The less 
international operations a firm has, the more irnpact from the domestic economy is on the 
firm. To have a brief outlook of the environment, the following macro-economic figures 
would be looked at: 
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• the gross domestic product (GDP) 
• the unemployment levels 
• the inflation rates 
• the interest rates 
• government budget cleficit/sLirplus 
• trends in consumer savings and borrowing 
• consumer confidence levels 
• any tax changes affecting consumers ' disposable income 
Looking at the above figures, we would get a picture o f h o w good the economy is. 
Other than that, the Porter 's diamond of national competitive advantage analysis may be 
employed to see whether the domestic environment is favorable to the firm or not. Four 
aspects would be examined - factor conditions, demand conditions, related and supporting 
industries, firm strategy, structure and rivalry. If those aspects are favorable to a firm, it 
means the macro-environment (domestic) works with the f i r m / 
Economic Forecasting 
Economic forecasting helps project the future outlook of the economy. We are 
essentially looking at the same figures as in section 1.2. However, here, we are projecting 
next 5 years figures. Other than that, leading economic indicators - economic series that 
tend to move ahead of the rest of the economy; coincident and lagging indicators -
4 For details of thc Porlcr analysis, scc Porlcr. Michacl E. "Thc Compelhh,c Ad\ antfige ofNmions”， 
Harvard Business Rcvicw. March - April 1990. p.73 - p.93. 
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economic series that tend to move in tandem with or after the economy. A list of those 
indexes is attached in Appendix I. 
In forecasting, we should be careful to distinguish between near-term cyclical 
growth patterns and longer-term secular growth trends. The normal current price level, 
longer-term growth, stability of earnings, and the dividend payout ratio of the typical firm 
cannot be effectively appraised in terms of what may happen in the next year.^ However , 
it is important to project what will happen to the firm in next two years as they carry the 
heaviest weight in the discounting process. 
Making use o f b o t h sets of figures, we should figure out the relationships between 
macroeconomic variables and such factors as company sales, costs and profits to pave way 
for making assumptions about the firm's future. 
Before investing in any particular securities, it is important to know the market 
conditions. Several indicators can give us some hints of what the market is like: 
• trading volume - to see the liquidity of the market in general 
• market P/E^' - to see investors sentiment and expectations 
• dividend yield - to see market sentiment, as it is low in a bullish market and vice versa 
• transactions costs - to see how much you have to pay additionally 
• regulations - to know what companies need to disclose to ensure sufficient information 
available for analysis 
5 Coltle, Murray and Block, Graham and Dodd Sccurilv analysis. McGraw-HiIL 1988. pg. 53 
6 This refers lo lhe pricc earnings ralio of l l ie leading market index, c.g.. lhc Dow Joncs Industrial 
Average and thc Hang Scng Inclcx in Hong Kong 
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Looking at those things helps understand the what the market is like. Very briefly, 
they give a general impression of whether the market is suitable for investment at the 




Industry Classification And Industry Life Cycle 
The first thing to do is find a firm a suitable industry. There is no clear cut 
between one industry and another. For example, Hopewell Holding? was widely classified 
as a property development company before. However, in recent years it is developing a 
lot of businesses other than property development such as power plants and toll roads. 
So, when looking at industry forecasts, we should be very careful. 
An industry life cycle can be described by four stages: a start-up stage, 
characterized by a rapid growth; a consolidation stage, characterized by stable growth but 
still faster than that of the GDP; a maturity stage, characterized by a growth no faster 
than that of the GDP; a declining stage, characterized by a growth slower than that of the 
GDP or even a negative growth. 
The industry life cycle gives a sense of where the industry is going. In other 
words, we can make use of this information to predict the growth potentials of firms 
within the same industry. This is particularly useful when we are making assumptions on 
the growth potentials and profitability (or intensity of competition within an industry) of 
firms. 
7 This is a slock lislcd on llic Hong Kong Slock Exchangc. Il is also onc of l l ic cons(itucnt stocks of lhe 
Hang Seng Indcx. which is lhc lcncliiig slock niarkcl iiidcx in Hong Kong. 
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The Economy And Industry Analysis 
In addition to the industry life cycle, analysts need to know the sensitivity of that 
particular industry to the state of the macroeconomy. That is to say, the cyclicality o f t h e 
industry relative to the business cycle^ of the macroeconomy (both domestic and 
international) should be looked into. 
Three factors affect the sensitivity of f i rm's earnings to the business cycle. First is 
the sensitivity of sales. Necessities show little sensitivity to economic conditions. 
Examples include food and transportation. 
Second is operating leverage, which refers to the division of fixed and variable 
costs portions in the total production costs. Firms with high operating leverage means 
their fixed cost portion is high relative to the variable cost portion. Their profitability or 
revenues would swing more wildly in both the expansion and contraction phase of a 
business cycle with the turning points at the peak and trough^ as (fixed) costs do not move 
to offset revenue variability. 
Third is financial leverage'", which refers to the use o fbor rowings . The effect of 
financial leverage is similar to that of operating leverage. The higher the financial 
leverage, the more wildly firms would swing in different phases of a business cycle. 
Furthermore, firms with higher financial leverage are perceived as inore risky by 
investment society as they swing inore than the economy (the market index). It implies 
o 
Repetitive cyclcs of rcccssion and rcco\.cry of lhc ccononiy. 
9 A peak is lhc lransilion from ihc cncl ofan expansion lo lhc slarl ofa contraction. A lroiigh is lhe 
transition froni lhc cncl ofa contraction lo thc slart ofan expansion. 
iG The financial leverage or lc\ cragc is dc「mcd as thc dcbt/cqiiity. 
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they would have higher betas in the Capital Asset Pricing N4odel f r a m e w o r k . " In turn, 
j 2 
they will have higher discount factors (required rate of returns). 
Porter ' s Five Competitive Forces 
To examine the operating environment of an industry, it is advisable to employ the 
Por ter five competitive forces a n a l y s i s ] � T h e following five forces would be looked into: 
• The bargaining power o fbuyers ; 
This refers to the degree of discretion of customers over the product. For necessities, 
they do not have much bargaining power as they have to buy that. For luxuries, they 
have greater bargaining power as they can choose not to buy that. 
• The bargaining power ofsuppliers; 
This refers to the degree of discretion of those material suppliers of the industry. If 
there are many suppliers available and the raw materials are general stuff, i.e., no 
special technology or techniques are required, then they will have less bargaining 
power. 
• Potential new entrants; 
This refers to the ease of entering into the industry. For some capital intensive 
industries like telecommunications and airlines, the entry barriers are high as new 
entrants have to incur daunting start-up costs to enter into the industry. For the 
11 For detailed discussion, scc Financial Lcvcrauc. Thc Capital Asscl Priciim Modcl and The Cost of 
Equity Capital HBS Casc Scr\'ices. Harvard Business School. 
12 In this paper, required ralc of rclurn is equivalent lo llic cosl ofcqiii ly. Thcy arc uscd in(crchangeably. 
13 For details, see Michacl E. Porlcr. Compclili\,c AdN'anUmc: crcatin^ and siistaiiiinR superior 
performance. Free Prcss. 1985. 
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retailing industry, the initial costs are relatively low and it constantly attracts many new 
entrants. 
• Substitutes; 
H o w many choices do potential customers have? This is a critical question in the 
analysis. If there are a spectrum of functionally similar products on market so that 
customers can switch among different products very easily, this force is against the 
industry. 
• Rivalry amongst the market place; 
This refers to the competition among different participants in an industry. The 
intensity of the competition can be revealed from the distribution of market share, 
number o f f i rms within the industry and the average profit margins among those firms. 
If those forces are favorable to an industry, then it will be much easier for firms to 
survive in it. Otherwise, firms will face an environment of intense competition with 
unreasonably low profit margins, such as the retailing industry in Hong Kong. 
Industry Analysis Techniques 
We now tLirn to the techniques for analyzing the industry factors discussed above. 
Often used techniques include end-use analysis and input-output analysis. End-use 
analysis, or product-demand analysis, refers to the process whereby the analyst or investor 
attempts to diagnose the factors that determine the demand for the output of the industry. 
In such analysis, regression is very frequently employed with variables such as GDP, 
disposable income, per capita consumption etc. as the explanatory variables. 
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Input-output analysis can be thought o f a s a way of getting inside product-demand 
analysis or end-use analysis. This technique, which is reflected in an input-output table, 
reflects the flow of goods and services through the economy. However , because of 
technical difficulties, this technique is more appropriate for an intermediate or long-term 
forecast than a short-term one. 
Information sources for industry analysis 
Information for industry analysis is available from several outside sources, 
including government statistics, investment services like Standard & Poor ' s , The Value 
Line etc., and trade publications ofindividual industries. 
t 
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C H A P T E R V 
C O M P A N Y ANALYSIS: M E A S U R I N G AND F O R E C A S T I N G E A R N I N G S 
Understanding The Financial Statements 
To understand how well a firm is operating, it is inevitable to look at its operating 
results and its financial well being. This can be done by looking at the financial statements 
o f a firm. In the finance world, the following three statements are of utmost iinportance:^^ 
• Income statement 
The income statement is a summary of the profitability of a firin over a period o f t i m e , 
such as a quarter or a year. It shows the revenues generated within the period and the 
associated costs, lt is important to note four broad classes of expenses: cost of goods 
sold, which is the direct cost attributable to producing the product sold by the firm; 
general and administrative expenses, which correspond to overhead expenses, salaries, 
advertising, and other costs of operating the firm that are not directly attributable to 
production; interest expense on the firm's debt; tax on earnings owed to the 
government. 
14 Detailed discussion on lhosc financhl slalcincnls can bc found in any Accounting ABC books. 
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• The balance sheet 
The balance sheet gives a snapshot of the financial condition of the firm at a particular 
point in time, usually at the end o f a financial period. It is a list of the f i rm's assets and 
liabilities at that moment. The difference between assets and liabilities is the net worth 
of the firm. It is also known as the stockholders ' equity. 
• Cash f low statement 
The cash flow statement is a report of cash flow generated by the f i rm's operations, 
investments, and financing activities within a specific financial period. It shows the 
cash position or liquidity of a firm. 
There is one other commonly used report called Statement of Shareholders' 
Equity. This gives a summary o f t h e net changes in the common equity of a firm during a 
financial period. It also reveals some reserves that bypass the Income Statement like 
unrealized gain/loss in marketable securities. This amount may be huge for some 
companies holding lots of cash and cash equivalents. Therefore, to truly understand a 
f irm's position, investors should also look into the Statement of Shareholders' Equity. 
Ratio Analysis 
Financial statements give all the numbers of a firm. However, to have a better 
sense of how the firm is operating, ratios instead of pure numbers should be considered. 
They help make comparisons across firms. For example, i f there are two firms, firm A and 
firm B, in the same industry, firm A is making HK$ 100 net profits and firm B is making 
HK$200 profits, which one is a better investment^ On the surface, firm B is better. 
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However , what if firm A has sales of only HK$1,000 whilst firm B has sales of 
HK$20 ,000? Obviously, only considering the absolute numbers is not sufficient to make 
investment decisions. 
The following profitability ratios are often used: 
• Return on equity (ROE) 二 (Net Incoine)/(Common Shareholders ' Equity) 
This shows the percentage return on the book value of invested capital. This figure 
should be compared to the cost of equity capital to see if the firm is up to 
shareholders' expectations. 
• Return on net operating assets (RNOA) = (Operating Earnings)/(Net Operating 
Assets) 
Operating earnings are earnings before interest and tax and net operating assets are 
assets net of operating liabilities. Alternatively, net operating assets can be interpreted 
as equity plus debt. This ratio shows the performance of the firin's operations net of 
any finance charges and incomes. This figure should be compared to the firm's 
weighted average cost of capital (WACC). 
• Asset Turnover (ATO) = Sales/Assets 
This shows how efficiently assets are generating revenues. 
• Profit Margin (PN4) = (Operating Earnings)/Sales 
It shows the operating profit per dollar of sales. 
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Besides those profitability ratios, some liquidity and coverage ratios are examined: 
• Current Rat io = (Current Assets)/(Current Liabilities) 
This ratio measures the ability of the firm to pay o f f i t s current liabilities by liquidating 
its current assets by turning them into cash. It indicates the f i rm 's ability to avoid 
insolvency in the short run. 
• Interest Coverage Ratio = (Earnings before Interest and Tax)/(Interest Expense 
A high coverage ratio means the firm is unlikely to go bankrupt because it can pay off 
the interest obligations. It is used in determining the f i rm's debt capacity and the 
f i rm 's bond rating. 
One more ratio that is of nuich interest to investors: 
• Leverage = Debt/Equity 
This shows how much a firm is leveraged up itself. The higher the leverage, the more 
risky the firm is. This is related to the discussion in Chapter ITI. The higher the 
leverage, the higher the beta, ln turn the required rate of return or the cost of capital 
will be higher. 
Influence Of Accounting： Practices 
Company accounts are prepared by the management but not auditors. Hopefully, 
auditors can find out any irregularities in the accounts and correct them. However , 
looking at the news that so many companies, even listed, have fraudulent practices with 
accounting, investors should be very cautious reading the company financials. 
Moreover , investors should be familiar with different accounting principles. They 
would have impact on the corporate earnings and corresponding impact on the balance 
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sheet. For example, given positive inflation, the adoption o f L I F O ' ^ valuation method for 
inventories would produce different results from FlFO'^' method. Also, the degree of 
conservatism of accounting would also affect the valuation of assets and in turn the 
earnings would be affected. 
Capital Structure And Dividend Policy 
Capital structure refers to the proportions of equity and debt funds in the total 
capital used by the company. Again this is related to the financial leverage employed. The 
capital structure matters because it has impact on the risk level of the firm. The higher the 
financial leverage, the riskier the firm is. This in turn affects the required rate of return on 
the equity fund, which is used in the discount valuation models to be discussed in Chapter 
VI. 
A firm usually pays out a certain portion of the earnings to its shareholders as 
dividends. The ratio of dividend to the EPS is called dividend payout ratio. 
Correspondingly, the ratio of the retained part to EPS is called plowback ratio, or 
earnings retention ratio. Dividend policies vary from firm to firm. It is important for that 
the retained part will be used for reinvestment in the fmn and is expected to bring larger 
cash flows to the shareholders in the future. It is a source for the firm's growth. In terms 
of valuation, later we can see that the dividend payout ratio is essential in the dividend 
discount model. 
】5 An invcntor>' cosling nicthod by which lhc cosl of lhc ending imcrUory is determined from lhc cost of 
the oldest purchascs. including beginning invcmory. and {hc cosl ofgoods sold is determined from lhe 
cost of the most rcccnt purchases. 
16 Different froin LIFO in lhc scnsc lhal lhc cosl ofcnding invcnloiy is determined (Yom the cost of most 
recent purchase, and cosl ofgoods sold is dclcrmincd froin llic cosl ofthc oldest purchases. 
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It should be noted that when we talk about the influence of capital structure and 
dividend policy on a f irm's value, we are discussing the relationship between the corporate 
financial policy and the f irm's value. With reference to this question, Modigliani and 
Miller have provided the classic answer in their famous M M Irrelevance Theorem. M M 
claim that if we take as given a firm's future investments, then the value of its existing 
common stock will not be affected by how those investments are financed. Therefore, 
neither the f irm's dividend policy nor its capital structure should affect the value or the 
share price o f i t s equity. Their argument is that these financial policies will only affect the 
form in which shareholders receive their future returns, but not the returns themselves. 
Forecasting Earnings 
Forecasting earnings is the final most important step before we go to the actual 
valuation procedures, ln this step, we need to generalize what we have learned through 
the analysis in the foregoing steps. Several approaches can be followed in forecasting 
earnings. 
Forecasting Via The Earnings Model 
From the financial statement analysis, especially the ratio analysis, we know that 
the following equation stands: 
EPS=( l -T)[R+(R- l )L/E]*E/N 
where: 
EPS = earnings per share 
T = effective tax rate (Tax expense/EBT) 
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B = retention rate [ or 1 - (DPS)/EPS)] 
R = before tax return on assets (EBIT/A) 
I = effective interest rate (Interest expense/Liabilities) 
L 二 total liabilities 
E = equity 
Following the above model, we can manage to identify each of the key variables 
and attach certain estimates to them before arriving at a forecast of earnings for the next 
year and the years that follow. 
Market Share/Profit-Margin Approach 
This approach follows the industry analysis. In this approach, the analyst shall 
study the industry comprehensively first. Then the next step is to estimate the market 
share the firm in question can capture. Sales of the firm are thus known. Following is the 
forecast for the profit margin the firm is likely to attain. Such an approach is simple in that 
it involves estimates for only a few variables. The limitation, however, lies in that its 
applicability largely depends on the conditions of the industry. 
Independent Forecasts Of Revenue And Expenses 
The independent forecasting of revenues and expenses follows one of two major 
routes. The first and more specific approach is to forecast each and every revenue and 
expense item separately. Of course such an approach requires the analyst be intimately 
familiar with the inner workings of the business. While this approach appears “scientific’，， 
it is usually a time-consuming and tedious procedure. 
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The second route is to take a broader approach to the forecasting probleln . 
Analysts can analyze the forecasting category totals rather than all the individual 
cOlnponents. For exanlple, he can look at the sales of the various divisions as totals, 
rather than attenlpting to forecast the sales of all the individual product lines of each 
division. Such an approach has the advantage of being Inore efficient and Inaybe more 
accurate, since generally the over- and under-estinlates of individual cOlnponents Inay 
cancel out when they are added together . 
Evaluation Of The Managenlent Strategy 
Though the above conlpany analysis seenlS quantitative to certain extent, the 
effectiveness of the \\'hole valuation process depends highly on sOlne qualitative 
assesslnent. The conlpetency of the cOlllpa ny' s Inanagelnent is one key area to deal with 
through qualitative assesslnent. The rationale is si 111ple: as \ve have depicted the picture of 
the COlnpany \ve are interested in, the question C01l1eS to us that \vhether the Inanagelnent 
is capable of bringing it to truth . Therefore, it is inlportant \ve evaluate the Inanagelnent 
first before jUlllPing into investnlent in the firl11 . 
The appropriate starting point is looking at the past perfornlance of the 
managelnent to see \vhether the 111anagelnent has been doing \vell in fulfilling its past 
hopes. Analysts can get to kno\v the 111anagenlent better if interviews with the managers 
can be arranged through \vhich better kno\vledge about the 111anagenlent's background 
experience, Inotivations, and outlook on the finn's future can be attained. Analysts can 
also evaluate the 111anage111ent in ternlS of some key procedures in operation and planning 
of the firnl. Infonllation rl"Onl other relevant sources vv'hich are fanliliar with the 
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management of the company may also help a lot. In fact, some handy indicators to 
measure the management ' s success are the earnings per share, dividends, and the share 
price. After examining all these, we can arrive at o u r j u d g m e n t on the competency o f t h e 
management and adjust our projections thereby. 
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLIED V A L U A T I O N 
Intrinsic Value Versus Market Price 
The market price of a stock is the prevailing price at which it is being traded on 
market. It reflects the "fair" price as perceived by the market. However , the question is: 
Does the market price reflect the true worth of a stock? 
The true worth or intrinsic value of a stock is defined as the present value of all 
cash payments to the investor in the stock, including dividends as well as the proceeds 
f rom the ultimate sale of the stock, discounted by the risk adjusted required rate of return 
(RARRR)i7 or the cost of equity capital ( r ) , Whenever the intrinsic value, or the 
investor 's own estimate of what the stock is really worth, exceeds the market price, the 
stock is considered to be undervalued and a good investment. Conversely, if the market 
price exceeds the intrinsic value of a stock, investors should sell it. 
Detennination Of Intrinsic Value 
Dividend Discount Models (DDM) 
Under DDM, the value o f a stock is the present value of expected dividends on it. 
When investors buy stock, they generally expect to get two types of cashflows: dividends 
during the holding period and the expected price at the end of the holding period. Since 
” RARRR is thc risk adjusted iiscd as a discounl faclor in discoiinling future cash flows, l l is arrived by 
adding a certain aniounl of risk prciniiims lo lhc risk-frcc in(crcsl ratc lo adjust for lhc risks involved in 
investing in stocks. The bcnchmai.k premium adoplcd by Wall Slrccl is 5%. 
18 r is arrived by usiiig lhc Capital Asscl Pricing Modcl (CAPM) in which r is cqual lo thc risk-frcc 
interest rale plus lhc beta of lhc slock linics lhc markcl rcliirn ncl of l l ic risk-frcc interest ratc. 
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the expected price is itself determined by future dividends, the value of a stock is the 
present value ofd iv idends through infinity.''^ The general model: 
… DPS 
Value per share of stock = Y '~ 
^ ( l + / 0 ' 
where DPSt = expected dividends per share 
r = required rate of return on stock (cost of equity capital) 
There are two basic inputs to the model: DPSi and r. r can be obtained through 
CAPM. For DPSi, it requires some assumptions about the f irm's future. To formulate 
those assumptions, investors need to first do the analysis on the firin as laid in Chapter II 
to IV. 
There are three versions of the model: 
• The Gordon Growth Model 
The Gordon growth model or Constant Growth Model is used for firms with dividends 
and earnings growing in a stable rate forever. 
Value o f s t o c k = D P S , / ( r - g ) 
where DPSi = expected dividends one year from now 
r = required rate of return for equity investors 
g 二 growth rate ofdividends 
The Gordon growth model is best suited for firms growing at a rate comparable to 
or lower than the nominal growth rate of the economy and that have well-established 
dividend payout policies that they intend to continue into the future. The dividend 
19 The investmenl guru Mr. VVarrcn Bii(Tcl is using lhis model lo \ aliic slocks. 
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payout of the finn has to be consistent with the assumption of stability, since stable 
firms generally pay substantial dividends. 
• Two-S tage Dividend Discount Model 
The two-stage growth model allows for two stages of growth - an extraordinary 
growth phase lasting for n years and a stable growth phase lasting forever. 
“DPS, J], , /3AS;,^ 
Value of stock = ) - + , where / ) " = 
f ^ ( i + / . y ( ! + / • ) " 厂 ” - g ” 
(assuming ,5^^ and payout ratio are unchanged for the first n years) 
where DPSi = expected dividends per share in year t 
r 二 required rate o f r e tu rn (cost of equity) in high-growth period 
P,, = price at the end of year n 
g = extraordinary-growth rate for the first n years 
gn 二 growth rate forever after year n 
r„ = required rate of return in steady state 
The model is best suited for firms that are in high growth and expect to maintain 
that growth rate for a specific time period, after which the sources of the high growth 
are expected to disappear. 
The assumption that the growth rate drops precipitously from its high growth rate 
to the stable rate implies that this model is more appropriate for firins with modest 
growth rates in the initial period. 
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• The H Model 
The H model is a two-stage growth model. It clifTers from the classical two-s tage 
model in that the growth rate in the initial growth phase is not constant but declines 
linearly over time to reach the stable growth rate. 
It is assumed in the model that the earnings growth rate starts at a high initial rate 
and declines linearly over the extraordinary-growth period (which is assumed to last 
2H periods) to a stable growth rate. It also assumes that the dividend payout is 
constant over time and is not afTected by the shifting growth rates. 
… . , 义 ) 厂 训 + 乂 “ ） /)As',, v / g ^ - ^ - j 
Value 01 stock 二 + 
厂又 丨‘-g" 
where DPSi 二 DPS in year t 
r = required rate of return to equity investor (cost o fequi ty ) 
g;, = growth rate initially 
g„ = growth rate at the end o f 2 H years; applies forever after that 
The model is best suited for firms growing rapidly right now but are expected to 
decline gradually over time as the firms get larger and the differential advantage they 
have over their competitors declines. 
• Three-Stage Dividend Discount Model 
The model assumes an initial period of stable high growth, a second period of 
declining growth, and a third period of stable low growth that lasts forever. 
T, , , , • 1'」％、(1 + g“) 1\ 冬 DPS,厂/)乂,’ (1 + ^ ) 1\ 
Value ofsl()ck ―二 > —~~ “ ” + V — + = 
台 ( ! + /•)' . ^ i ( l - w O ' ( / , i " ) ( i + / . r 
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where EPSi = earnings per share in year t 
DPSi 二 dividends per share in year t 
g,, = growth rate in high-growth phase (lasts nl periods) 
g,, = growth rate in stable-growth phase 
P, = payout ratio in high-growth phase 
P,i 二 payout ratio in stable-growth phase 
r = cost of equity in high-growth period 
r,i 二 cost of equity in stable-growth period 
This rnodel，s flexibility makes it a useful model for any firm, which in addition to 
changing growth over time is expected to change on other dimensions as well - in 
particular, payout policies and risk. It is best suited for firms that are growing at an 
extraordinary rate now and are expected to maintain this rate for an initial period, after 
which the differential advantage of the firm is expected to deplete leading to gradual 
declines in the growth rate to a stable-growth rate. Practically speaking, this may be 
the most appropriate model to use for a firm whose earnings are growing at very high 
rates,2o for an initial period, but are expected to start declining gradually toward a 
stable rate as the firm gets bigger and loses its competitive advantages. 
2° As a rule ofl luiinb. growlli raics ON cr 25% arc known as high wiicn lhc stable-growth rate is 6-8%. 
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Free Cashflows To Equity Discount Models (FCFE) 
The dividend discount models assume that only dividends are cashflows to equity. 
However , FCFE adopts the more expansive definition of cashflows to equity as the 
cashflows left over after meeting all financial obligations, including debt payments, and 
after recovering capital expenditure and working capital needs .� ' 
FCFE is very similar to DDM in many aspects. However, FCFE is widely used to 
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value firms without a stable dividend policy, or firms paying no dividends like Microsoft , 
or start-up firms whose dividends are not predictable, or firms having very low (under 
15%) dividend payout ratios. 
FCFE = Net Income + Depreciation - Capital Spending - Change in Working Capital -
Principal Repayments + New Debt/Equity Issues 
The FCFE is a measure of what a firm can afford to pay out as dividends. Like 
D D M , there are three versions o f F C F E . 
• The Stable-Growth FCFE Model 
The stable-growth FCFE model is very similar to the Gordon growth model in its 
underlying assumptions and works under some o f t h e same constraints. 
Value o f s t o c k = FCFE!/(r - g") 
where FCFEi = expected FCFE next year 
r = cost ofeqiii ty o f t h e fmn 
g,, = growth rate in FCFE for the firm forever 
21 For a detailed discussion of l l ic FCFE. scc As\\alh Daniodar;ui. l in cslinciil Valuation, ch. 11. 
^^  Microsoft is a company lislccl in NASDAQ in lhc US. 
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Like the Gordon growth model, this model is best suited for firms growing 
steadily at a rate comparable to or lower than the nominal growth o f t h e GDP. No te if 
the firin is stable and pays out its FCFE as dividends, the value obtained from this 
model will be the same as the one obtained from the Gordon growth model. 
• The Two-Stage FCFE Model 
It values firms with growth much faster than stable firms in the initial period and with a 
stable rate after that. The value of any stock is the present value of the FCFE per year 
for the n years of extraordinary-growth period plus the present value of the terminal 
price at the end of the period. 
Value of stock = Present value o f F C F E + Present value ofTerininal Price 
_ y i m , 1 1)" 
f ^ ( l + /.) ' ( ! + /•)" 
where FCFE = FCFE in year t 
P,, = price at the end of the extraordinary-growth period 
r = cost of equity in the high-growth period 
The terminal price is generally calculated using the infinite-growth-rate model 
Pn -FCFE,, . , / ( l -n-gn) 
where gn = growth rate after the terminal year forever 
r,i = cost ofequi ty in the stable-growth period 
This model makes the same assumptions about growth as the two-stage dividend 
discount model. However, because o f i t s orientation to FCFE, it provides much better 
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results than the dividend discount model when valuing firms that either have dividends 
that are unsustainable or pay less in dividends than they can afford to. 
• The Three-Stage FCFE Model 
This model is designed to value firms that are expected to go through three phases of 
growth: high growth initially, a transition period where the growth rate declines, a 
stable growth phase. 
“FCFE, ^ FCFE, Piu 
Value of stock = � + > - + = ~ 
台 （ 1 + /,)' , - ^ . , ( 1 + / - ) ' ( 】 + / • ) " 
where FCFEt = FCFE in year t 
r = cost of equity 
P,,2 = terminal price at the end of the transition period = FCFEn2 + l/(r - gn) 
ni = end o f t h e initial high-growth period 
02 = end of the transition period 
The assumptions about growth in this model are similar to the ones made by the 
three-stage dividend discount model, but the focus is on FCFE instead of dividends, 
making it inore suited to value firms whose dividends are significantly higher or lower 




Analysis and valuation o f C h e u n g Kong Infrastructure Holdings Limited 
Company Background 
Company Name: Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings Limited 
First Trading Day: July 17, 1996 
H K S E Serial No.: 1038 
Birth O f C h e u n g Kong Infrastructure 
Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings Limited (CI<I) was incorporated in Bermuda 
on May 28, 1996. It acquired the China road and power businesses as well as the interest 
in Green Island Cement and Anderson Asia held by the Cheung Kong Group. Before CKI 
made a public offering in July 1996, it was a 94.22% owned subsidiary of Cheung Kong. 
After the new issue and listing in July 1996, Cheung Kong 's interest in CKI was diluted to 
70.66%. 
The Restructuring 
In January 1997, the Cheung Kong Group undertook a major restructuring which 
was aimed at streamlining the Group 's infrastructure businesses. We might skim the 
restructuring by comparing the structures of the Group before and after the change. 
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Figure 1 Cheung Kong Group ' s restructuring 
a. before the restructuring 
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The restructuring strengthened H W L ' s position as a diversified infrastructure 
company. More specifically, CKI is considered to benefit the most froin the restructuring 
since the inclusion of HKE in its portfolio not only strongly enhances its asset base, but 
also helps generate some synergy effect. 
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Business O f C K I 
CKI, upon its birth, took over the road and power projects in China as well as the 
construction materials businesses, including cement, concrete and asphalt production in 
H o n g Kong. After the restructuring, CKI also brought the long established utility firm, 
H o n g Kong Electric into its portfolio. The following is a brief overview of the updated 
structure o f C K I . A more detailed description of CKI projects and individual businesses is 
presented in Appendix 11. 
Figure 2 CKI ' s structure 
Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings Limited 
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CKI has been investing heavily in China's infrastructure projects. Major locations 
of its current investment include Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou, Nanhai, Jiangmen, 
Guangzhou in Guangdong Province and Shenyang, Fushun in Liaoning Province. In order 
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to better understand the macro environment of C K F s operations, we need to look at the 
macroeconomic factors of China and the individual regions, 
China's Macroeconomic Environment 
While Southeast Asia has been the worlds ' economic focus for the recent two 
decades, China has been producing one of the highest growth rates for these years. After 
the adoption of the economic reform and open door policy in late 1970s, especially after 
China decided on a market economy as the objective of its reform, China's economy has 
been booming, as shown by the two-digit GNP growth rate. Table 1 shows us some key 
indicators of China's economic development in recent years. 
Table 1 Key indicators for China's economy 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1 ^ 
GNP (RMB bn) 2,018.8 2 , 4 3 6 ] 3,138.0 4,662.2 5,773.4 
Y o Y growth (%) 9.5 8.2 13.3 11.6 10.4 
GNP per capita (RMB) 1,743.0 2,079.3 2,647.7 3,890.0 4,766.6 
Y o Y growth (%) 7.8 12.8 12.2 10.2 9.3 
Foreign trade (US$ bn) 135.7 165.6 195.7 236.6 280.9 
Y o Y growth (%) 15.0 22.0 18.2 20.9 18.7 
Inflation rate (%) 2.9 5.4 13.2 21.7 14.0 
Population (thousand) 1,158,230 1,171,710 1,185,170 1,198,500 1,211,210 
Sources: ( ! ) China Statistical Yearbook, 1992-1996 
(2) Statistical Yearbook o f G u a n g d o n g Province, 1992-1996 
Alongside with the fast economic growth is the impressive progress in reforms in 
China's national economic and financial systems. The domination of state owned 
enterprises disappeared to a large extent, with the rise of private and foreign-invested 
enterprises. Foreign exchange reserve has exceeded US$ 100 billion, second only to that 
of Japan in the world. Renminbi was declared to be convertible since Dec. 1, 1996 for all 
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transactions on current accounts. The legal system is making great improvement with 
relevant laws being drafted and enacted at a satisfactory speed. The once high-flying 
inflation has been put under control with the national economy succeeding in the soft 
landing. All these factors show foreign investors an improving investment environment. 
Regional Economic Conditions 
Though China as a whole represents the most dynamic economy in the world in 
recent years, the situations among its different parts are quite different. The coastal cities 
enjoy the highest growth rate, with the inner land provinces lagging far behind. While the 
government began to pay more attention to narrowing the regional gaps, the progress is 
not expected to be quick. 
CKI is now focusing mainly on investments in cities with relatively high economic 
growth and also high potential. Table 2 and 3 present brief descriptions and economic 
growth rates of these cities. 
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Table 2 B r i e f b a c k g r o u n d of the regions CKI invests in 
City Description 
Guangzhou Capital city of Guangdong Province. With a populat ion o f 6 . 4 mn, 
Guangzhou is the largest city in southern China and the second richest 
city in terms o f G D P per capita in China. G D P reached R M B 1 2 4 . 3 bn 
in 1995. 
Shenzhen As the first SEZ, Shenzhen, neighboring H o n g Kong , boasts the 
highest g rowth rate and the highest G D P per capita in China. 
Population: 3.4 mn. G D P reached R M B 79.6 bn. 
Shantou One of the five SEZs. Shantou is the ga teway to eastern Guangdong 
and southwest Fujian Province. Major industries include textile 
manufacturing, paper milling, and plastics manufacturing. Populat ion: 
4 inn. G D P reached R M B 26.2 bn. 
Nanhai Nanhai Municipality is located in central Pearl River Delta and has 
become a traffic hub there. In 1995, its G D P reached R M B 17.8 bn. 
Population: 1 mn. 
Jiangmen Jiangmen lies southwest to Guangzhou. Jianginen has been growing at 
very high speed. Its 1995 G D P reached R M B 35.4 bn. 
Zhuhai One of the SEZs. Zhuhai has enjoyed extraordinary growth in recent 
years. Neighboring Macau, it is located opposi te to Shenzhen across 
the Pear River. 
Shenyang The provincial capital o f L i a o n i n g Province in northeast China. As the 
largest city in northeast China, Shenyang has been a major heavy 
industry center o fCh ina . It recorded G D P growth o f 2 3 . 5 % in 1994. 
Population: 6.7 mn. 
Fushun A industry center in Liaoning Province. Major industries include iron 
& steel，machinery manufacturing. 
Table 3 GDP Growth o f T h e Regions 
； % 
City 1991 1992 一 1993 1^94 1995 
Guangzhou [ ^ 2 ^ 2 4 7 f o T ^ 
Shenzhen 24.8 33.2 32.1 28.1 23.0 
Shantou 18.0 20.8 26.7 23.5 23.1 
Nanhai 32.8 40.4 30.7 10.6 22.2 
Jiangmen 18.7 23.7 31.8 23.9 20.3 
Zhuhai 59.4 47.0 19.4 20.6 16.3 
Shenyang ^ | ^ T ^ ^ N/A 
Sources: (1) China Statistical Yearbook 
(2) CKI Pmspec tus 
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Economic Forecasting 
As it is important to have a forward look at the future in order to assess the future 
profitability of CKI, we conduct a simple forecast of the growth prospects of the cities 
with CKI ' s investment. In making forecast, we assume there will be only more liberal 
changes in China's economic policies and the momentum of economic growth will persist. 
China as a whole is expected to grow steadily at a rate of around 10 percent per annum. 
As of the cities with CKI investment, i.e., Shenzhen, Shantou, Nanhai, Zhuhai and 
Jiangmen in Guangdong Province and Shenyang, Fusluin in Liaoning Province, which have 
been enjoying annual growth rates at around 25 percent in recent years, we are forecasting 
a high but relatively conservative GDP growth rate, 20 percent per annum, for six years 
into the future, till year 2002. We expect the growth will decline to 10 percent per annum 




CKI is a major infrastructure play in Hong Kong and China. It is also the second 
special infrastructure arm spun otT from local blue chip property developers, following 
N e w World Infrastructure. The World Bank's notion for economic infrastructure includes 
three main areas: 
• Public utilities - power, telecommunications, piped water supply, sanitation and 
sewage, solid waste and disposal, and piped gas; 
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• Public works - roads and major dam and canal works for irrigation and drainage; and 
• Other transport sectors - urban and inter-urban railways, urban transport, ports and 
waterways, and airpoils. 
Infrastructure is an indispensable service to the country. A complete infrastructure 
system shall be able to help a nation improve production efficiency, accommodate 
population increase, improve living standards and environmental conditions. Researches 
have shown there is strong correlation between infrastructure and economic growth for a 
country: usually for every 1% growth in GDP, a 1% increase in infrastructure stock or 
investment is needed. 
The Economy And Industry Analysis 
Despite the importance of infrastructure to economic growth, inany developing 
countries do not have sufficient infrastructure. That is, infrastructure often makes up 
bottleneck in the economic development. China faces the same problem. With the 
national economy taking oif, infrastructure needs to be developed at an even higher pace 
to meet the need arising from the need to compensate the past neglect in infrastructure 
development and the increasing urbanization of the population. Infrastructure has become 
a top priority in economic development. 
Industry overview and historical performance 
Infrastructure need 
The World Bank estimates that South-East Asia will need to invest US$1.3-1.5 
trillion in infrastructure over the next decade. China is expected to spend around 5PZo of 
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that total. In 1994, South-East Asia countries spent an estimated amount o f U S $ 7 0 billion 
in infrastructure, in which China alone spent about US$39 billion. Such a rising trend is 
bound to persist. 
It is estimated that historically the inadequate infrastructure has reduced China 's 
GNP growth by 1 - 2 � / � a n n u a l l y for the last twenty years. Admittedly China 's 
infrastructure conditions are still way behind many other developing countries. The World 
Bank estimates that China needs to invest around US$700 billion in the next ten years. 
China also echoed this through its stated emphasis on infrastructure in its Ninth Five-Year 
Plan (FYP)(1996-2000). Table 4 lists some relevant items in China's Ninth FYP. 
Table 4 China's Ninth Five-Year Plan on Infrastructure Development 
^Ws 2000 Target Estimated Funding 
Needed (US$) 
Highways 1,157,009 km U230,000 km 60 billion 
Power 10000 billion kwh 1400 billion kwh 200 billion 
Population Growth Rate 10.83 N/A 
Motor Vehicles 1,5 million 2.7 million N/A 
Source: China's Ninth Five-Year Plan 
Overview of China's infrastructure industry 
China's transportation industry 
China's transportation industry is comprised of several key sub-industries, 
including aviation, shipping, railways, ports and highways. The Ministry of 
Communications, Ministry of Railways, and the Civil Aviation General Administration are 
the administrative organizations in charge of the sub-industries respectively. While these 
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central government branches are responsible for planning and administration, local 
governments also have certain authority within certain approval limits. 
Rapid economic growth substantially pushes up the demand for transportation. 
Amongst the different sub-sectors, highways are now playing an increasing role in sending 
passengers and freight to their destinations. The rise steins from that highways can 
provide flexibility in scheduling, destinations and security required. A comprehensive 
highway and road system will allow for the establishment of more efficient supply 
networks and greater productivity within industries. In China, the percentage of highway 
freight traffic turnover has increased from 6.4% in 1980 to 13.1 % in 1995, while that of 
railway dropped from 54.4% to 36% during the same period. Passengers are also more 
frequently using highways. In 1990-1995, the ratio of passenger traffic volume by 
highway grew from 46.6% to 51.1%, overtaking railway as the No. 1 passenger 
transportation fonn?�. Motor vehicle sales in China has also been rising significantly in 
recent years, adding the demand for more quality highways. 





Year grade grade Low grade Non-paved Total 
1991 279,155 322,966 303,812 135,203 1,041,136 
1992 301,651 320,724 304,077 130,255 1,056,707 
1993 327,321 321,872 311,043 123,240 1,083,476 
1994 353,142 320,73 1 324,204 1 19,744 1,117,821 
199 5 Total 1,043,390 113,619 1,157,009 
Sources: (1) China Statistical Yearbook, 1996 
(2) CI�1 Prospectus 
23 Source: China Sla(is(ical Yearbook. 199()-19%. 
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In anticipation of the increased need for highways and roads, China has outlined a 
target of the construction of a National Trunk Highway System, which consists of four 
major highways as listed below: 
China's National Trunk IIi<»lnvay Pro<^rani 
Running Norlh-Sou(h 
• Ton^iang (Hcilongjiang Pro、,incc) - Sanya (Hainan Provincc) Highway: 5200 km 
• Beijing -Zhiihai (Guangdong Provincc) Highway: 2400 km 
Running East-Wcst 
• Lian>aingfing (Jiangsu Pro\'incc) - Huochcng (Xinjiang) Highway: 5870 kni 
• Shanghai - Chengdu (Sichuan Pro\ incc) Higlnvay: 2500 km 
The above four trunk highways will inake up the backbones of the comprehensive 
road network linking various regions across China, 
Guangdong Province, which is home to almost all of CKI ' s current roads and 
bridges projects, ranks first in terms of highway freight turnover and passenger traffic in 
China. The combined length of highways in Guangdong Province reached 75,716 km in 
1994. Despite the rapid growth, the development o fh ighway network still lags behind the 
economic growth. In the Ninth Five Year Plan period, Guangdong Province is going to 
add 10,000 km new highways to its highway network. Highway investment will 
correspondingly reach RMB39 bn"^. 
China's power industry 
China's per capita electricity supply still ranks behind most of the countries in the 
world though its total installed power generation capacity is among the top few countries. 
Under the Eighth Five-Year Plan, China's installed generating capacity grew at an annual 
24 CKI ProspccUis 
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average o f 9 % , reach ing210 GW in 1995. However, this still lagged behind the economic 
growth. Table 6 indicates the situation. 
Table 6 Electric power growth 
1993 YoYChangc 1994 YoYChangc 1995 YoYChange 
GDP (RMB bn) 3.138.0 13.4% 4666.2 1 1.6% 5773.4 8.7% 
Tolal inslallcd gcncraling 182.9 9.8% 199.9 8.2% N/A N/A 
capacity (GW) 
Annual clcclricily 837.4 11.0% 926.0 10.6% N/A 8.7% 
consumption (TWh) 
Pcr capita clcclricily 706.6 1().6% 772.6 9.3% N/A N/A 
consumption (kWh) 
Source: CKI Prospectus 
For the Ninth Five-Year Plan period, China's annual electricity generation is 
expected to reach 1,400 Twh by the year 2000, while installed generating capacity is 
expected to grow at around 7% p e � a n t u i m , reaching 290 GW by 2000. 
The Ministry of Electric Power, the former highest ranking government 
organization in charge of the power industry, was transformed to the state-owned 
corporation, named China National Electric Power Development Corporation. This is a 
sign of China's move lovvard the further inarket-oriented transformation of power 
industry. Local governments have certain authority in approving power plant projects. 
China's power inckisti:y is governed by the Electric Power Law of the People 's 
Republic o fChina plus regulations promulgated by the State Council. 
China's entire electricity supply network is divided into five regional ones covering 
majority of the provinces plus ten provincial power grids governing their own electricity 
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network. The Guangdong power grid, as the largest provincial power grid, had a 
generating capacity of 14,000 MW in 1993?). 
Table 7 Electric power consumption and installed capacity growth 
Installed Capacity Electricity consumption 
YoY Change (%) YoY Change (%) 
- 1993 1994 1995 1993 1994 1 9 9 � 
P R C ^ 0 8 7 n f ^ ^ 
Guangdong ^ ^ M_l ^ n _ 0 7.6 
Source: CKI Prospectus 
Porter's Five Forces 
W e will use Porter ' s Five Forces model to look into China's infrastructure industry 
and examine its profitability, ln fact, in our opinion, infrastructure industry makes up a 
special case of industry analysis, ln terms of China's infrastructure industry, mainly the 
transportation and power industries, we have the following five forces analysis. 
Rivalry among existing firms 
Currently China has only inadequate infrastructure, that is to say, demand in this 
industry far exceeds supply. The industry is needed and expected to be growing at a fast 
pace. Because the companies are now mainly operating in certain areas and serving the 
local demand, they are virtually not competing with one another, but complementing each 
other in the sense that they together constitute the entire infrastructure network. Rivalry 
among them is low. 
Threat of new entrants 
25 Source: CK1 Prospcclus 
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The excess demand for infrastructure allows much room for expansion. Potential 
entrants into the industry are not expected to bring much competition for the time being. 
Besides, there are certain entry barriers in terms of the heavy capital requirement, the 
regulations and the economies of scale. Again, threat from new entrants is low. 
Threat of substitute products 
For infrastructure industry, which is indispensable to economic development, there 
are basically no substitute products. 
Bargaining power o f b u y e r s 
Because of the existing excess demand and the absence of substitute products, 
buyers of China's infrastructure have little bargaining power, especially for the 
transportation industry. As for the power industry, the companies often offset the risk of 
fluctuating demand through signing Guaranteed Purchase Agreement with the 
governments. 
Bargaining power of suppliers 
For infrastructure industry, supplies including funding, construction materials, 
construction services, and equipment and machinery. Comparatively speaking, because of 
the key roles these suppliers play in the individual projects, they have certain bargaining 
power. 
Through the above briefanalysis we can see that the industry shall enjoy attractive 
profitability. Therefore, we see that the major concerns of the infrastructure companies in 
terms of dealing with external factors may include: l)attract sound projects; 2)build up 
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relationships with governments; 3)secure supplies, mainly funding and materials and 
management and operation services. 
Industry Life Cycle 
Infrastructure industry, especially private-sector development of infrastructure, is 
still at the elementary stage in China. There is vast room for further development. The 
huge potential, together with the priority and preferential treatment the government 
assigns to infrastructure projects, will definitely constitute incentives for investment. 
However, if excessive inveslmenl conies in, the attractiveness will be soon be diluted, just 
as the case of power sector in southern China. Besides, because of the physical limit for 
traffic flow and generation capacity, supernormal profits will soon level off. The growth 
ofinfrastructLire firms will hinge on their ability to attract new quality projects. 
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Hong Kong Construction Materials Industry 
Up till now we have focused on China's infrastructure industry. In fact, CKI has 
also built up certain degree of vertical and horizontal integration. CKI is a major local 
supplier of construction materials like cement, concrete, asphalt and aggregates. N o w it 
also has a presence in the territory's electric power industry through its stake in Hong 
Kong Electric. We will next take a brief overview of the operation environment o f t h e s e 
businesses. 
Cement 
Hong Kong cement suppliers include CKI, as the only manufacturer, and a number 
of cement import terminal operators. Total annual production/throughput capacity is 
estimated to be at around five million tons. Ceinent tends to be a local business because of 
the low price relative to its weight, which makes the transportation cost a major concern. 
Demand for cement is driven by the demand from building construction and infrastructure 
or public works projects, which is now considerably stable. Besides local supplies, 
imports, mainly from Taiwan, Japan and China, are also needed to meet the demand. 
Cement price shows a steady upward pattern in recent years. Though the giant Chek Lap 
Kwok Airport project 's demand for cement is smoothing down, with the increase o f H o n g 
Kong population and the consequent increase in construction activities, demand for 
cement is expected to continue to rise beyond 1997, 
Concrete, asphalt and aggregates 
Concrete is made by mixing and blending cement, sand, aggregates, admixtures 
and water in correct proportions. Concrete is used in the construction of buildings, 
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airports, power plants, roads, bridges, tunnels, container terminals and other civil 
engineering projects. The short shelf life of concrete requires suppliers to be located near 
the users. Barriers to entry is rather low. Therefore, concrete industry is a very 
fragmented one. 
Asphalt is used mainly as paving and surfacing materials for roads, highways, 
container terminals and airport runways. The demand in Hong Kong for asphalt is rather 
stable now. 
Aggregates of various characteristics are used in every kinds of construction 
projects. Demand for aggregates is met by both local producers, the five quarries 
contracted out by the government, and imports from mainland China. 
Electric power 
There are only two electric power suppliers in Hong Kong, i.e., China Light & 
Power and Hong Kong Electric. Both companies are operating in certain designated 
territory on a monopoly basis. Through the years. Hong Kong has secured adequate local 
supplies of electricity through local power plants and purchase contracts with neighboring 
Chinese plants. Power business, as part of the infrastructure, is expected to remain in its 
steady growth course. 
Company Analysis 
CKl,s Businesses 
Table 8 below lists CKI 's current projects in China. In Appendix II, we give a 
detailed description of these projects as well as CKI,s operations in Hong Kong. 
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Table 8 CKI's Existing China Projects by March 3 1, 1997 
Namc Tolal cost C K I ' s ” CKI's Operation JY ending date 
ownci'ship iiiveslnicnt slailiiig date 
UM1 ^ '000 R M i r o o o 
C h i n a K<>ads & liriilot'.s 
Nanhai R o a d N c t w o r k 7 Roads (¾ Bridges 1.74.1.000 4 9 ¾ X54,070 Aug. 1996 2020-2022 
Nanhai Road Network 4 Bridgos 996.000 64"i, 637 .440 . l a i i . l 999 2023-2024 
Shantou Bay Bridge 750.000 3 0 % 225.000 Dcc. 1995 2 0 2 8 
Shenzhen-Shaiitou lliglnvay 2.500.000 30"；, 750 .000 Doc. 1996 2028 
Shenyang Roads ( 9 conlracls) l,7()().0()0 53"u 901 .000 Jan. 1998 2026 
Jiangnien Roads (2 roads and 1 liridgc) 80.000 50"o 40 ,000 Early 1999* 2028 
Total Roads & Bridges 7 .769,000 3 .407,510 
C h i n a P o w e r lMants 
3 Shantou Power Plaiils 1.278.000 6 0 % 766.800 Jan. 1995 2010 
Nanhai Jiangnan Power Phml 249.000 3 6 % 89,640 Jan. 1995 2004 
Nanhai Powcr Ftaiit 1 1.X92.000 3 0 % 567.600 Ooc. 1996 2012 
Zhuhai Power Planl 9 .960.000 45"., 1.377.800 Jul. 1999 2019 
Fushun Power/IIcal lMant 740.000 60"„ 450.000 Operational 2019 
Total China Power lMants 14.1 19.000 3.25 1 .X40 
Total Cirma Pro.jccts 6 />59 ,350 
Company Strategy Analysis 
CKI has been aggressively expanding its presence in China through acquiring more 
projects in more locations. Up till now it has been doing very well. CKI ' s management 
has accumulated substantial experience in doing various kinds of projects and maintaining 
good relationships with officials in China. Apart from its competent management and its 
solid connections with the government, its clearly defined business strategy contributes a 
lot to its current success. Its main business strategies could be summarized as follows: 
1. Form well-balanced portfolio 
As the infrastructure vehicle o f t h e giant Cheung Kong Group, CKI is designed to hold 
a well-balanced portfolio. Included in CKI we can find the construction materials 
which dominate the local industry and which, together with the newly added HKE, can 
provide steady cash flow to finance new projects in China. Among the projects in 
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China, CKI has included into the portfolio the roads, bridges projects and power plants 
as well as cement plants. Such a portfolio helps diversify CKI ' s risk exposure. While 
CKI originally focused its investment in fast-growing Guangdong Province, it has 
begun to expand elsewhere, with an aim to become a major national infrastructure 
company. Such kind of geographical diversification is also expected to contain CKI ' s 
risk exposure to some extent 
2. Leverage offs t ra tegic relationship with Cheung Kong Group 
CKI benefits from the Cheung Kong Group ' s reputation as an important and 
committed investor in China. With this advantage, CKI can face less hassle in tackling 
the bureaucratic procedures and securing preferential contract terms. Besides, CKI 
often goes hand in hand with other Cheung Kong subsidiaries into the new investment 
location and extracts synergy from such kind of practice. Through such kind o f in t r a -
groLip cooperation, CKI could acquire expertise to expand into other types of 
infrastructure projects such as power/heat co-generation plants and cargo terminals in 
the future. 
3. Focus strategy 
CKI has been following a focus strategy. Whenever it goes into a new location, it 
seeks to become a significant investors there by acquiring a group of projects. The 
apparent example is its investment in Nanhai Road Network and Nanhai power plants. 
The status as a significant investor within the municipality strengthens its bargaining 
power against the government and reduces the downside risk if the government shall 
ever default on some projects. Such cluster strategy also builds up economies of scale 
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in terms ofut i l iz ing human resources. Management teams are usually sent to oversee 
several projects at the same time. 
4. Market leadership consolidation. 
As of its construction materials businesses in Hong Kong, CKI ' s strategy is to 
maintain and improve its market leadership position of its products in the local 
markets. CKI intends to build on its brand names and distribution networks. It aims 
to cater to different demands through developing new products and entering new 
markets. At the group level, CKl ' s construction materials businesses not only form 
part of vertical integration but also provide stable cash flows to finance projects in 
China. 
Risk Factors 
While China's infrastructure businesses are lucrative, it is not risk-free. To CKI, 
the main risk factors include; 
1. Concentration; While cluster strategy gives CKI bargaining power against local 
governments, such kind of concentration casts a shadow on its future. If any 
municipal government ever defaults on CKI, the consequence will be disastrous. 
2. Political risks. In this category we can find most of the risks CKI might encounter. 
CKI usually goes into power plant projects with government associated companies as 
the other party. As we believe, the guaranteed purchase agreement of electricity is 
critical in determining CKTs return on investment. However, such guarantee may fell 
off, if we take into consideration the over supply and the ever increasing new plants. 
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Some of CKI,s road and bridges projects also enjoy guaranteed return on investment. 
However , China 's law prohibits a Chinese party in a JV from guaranteeing returns to 
foreign investors. The fact is that if Chinese parties ever default on the guarantee 
agreements, CKI will have no legal recourse. The best counter measure is to better 
the operational performance of the projects and strengthen the connections with 
Chinese government. Another potential risk is that foreign investment 's return might 
be capped by the government because there are concerns over the excessive return to 
foreign investors. 
3. Other risks. CKI might also encounter risks in construction and operation of the 
projects. Consequently, CK1 has taken some measures to safeguard itself. CKI 
usually acquires projects that are already operational or near completion, which 
reduces the construction risks. An alternative is to contract out the construction o f t h e 
projects on a turnkey basis. The JVs governing the projects also in turn sign 
management/operation contract with one of the partners to leave operation of the 
projects to the contractor with fixed management fee terms. 
Financial And Operation Analysis 
Figure 3 shows the contributions from each lines of C K F s businesses to its 
operating income. Contribution from HKE is not included. We can see that in 1996, 
construction materials business makes up over 60% of CKFs operating incoine. After the 
inclusion of HKE, the situation will change. Contribution from HKE, which will amount 
to over HK$1.8 bn and make up over 60% of CKI 's net income. Contributions from 
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projects in China will later catch on and inake up around 40% of CKI ' s net income in the 
year 1999. 
CKI has maintained a low level of external debt. While its solid asset base and 
sound cash generating capability will enable it to raise fund at a low cost, it is expected the 
CKI will utilize more debt in its more aggressive investment plan in China. 
Figure 3 CKI,s operating income composition 
CKI Operat ing Income Composit ion 
100% ~ — — ~ ~ | 
8 0 % -
60% -¾¾; :::::::::¾:::¾:::: ___ ::::::::::::• nConstruction Materials 
- _ _ • • : : 二 
20% 1. _ _ i l l 1 1 
0% 1 1 l i i i i l l i i i l i i i I 园 Roads & Bndges 
1996 1997 1998 1999 ^ 
Year 
Source: Based on our estimates. 
Forecasting And Valuation 
Model selection 
Since CKI has a diversified portfolio, it is preferable to use different valuation 
models to value the different branches of its businesses. We divide CKI ' s portfolio into 
three categories and apply diflerent models to value each of them. For those 
infrastructure projects in China, we will use discount cash flow model. For CKI 's 
construction materials businesses, we will use a simple earnings multiple model. As for 
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C K F s stake in Hong Kong Electric, we will use dividend discount model. The most 
important criterion for categorizing the businesses and choosing the appropriate models 
for them is their business nature and their stages in their respective life cycles. 
Admittedly, the infrastructure projects CKI undertakes make up the dynamic part 
of its portfolio and they will ultimately underlie CKI ' s long term growth. More 
specifically, the roads and bridges projects, with attractive IRR, provide CKI with good 
potential profits. The power plants, with guaranteed return to CKI, will also bring in 
stable cash inflows. As for the construction materials businesses in Hong Kong, CKI is a 
leading player in a relatively mature industry with stable growth prospect. We will use a 
simple earnings multiple model to value it, taking P/E ratio of other firms with similar 
nature as benchmark. Hong Kong Electric is a long established player in the mature and 
stable electric power industry, lt is able to pay steady cash dividends to its shareholders. 
CKI also benefits from such dividend payment. We suggest a dividend discount model to 
determine its intrinsic value and in turn to quantify CKI ' s stake in it. 
Assumptions for forecast 
After selection of the valuation models, we now turn to make the forecast. We 
will base our forecast on the following assumptions. 
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Table 9 Key assumptions for projecting cash flows from roads and bridges projects 
Traffic flow growlli H imlTic llow growih equals nominal GDP growth of lhal particular region 
• rcal GDP growlhs for all of fivc cilics: Nanhai, Shantou, Shenzhen, Shcnyang 
and Jiangnicn arc around 25% 
• 10 bc morc conscr\ali\c. rcal GDP growth figure is uscd as lhe nominal one 
• 20% growth until ycar 2002 
• 10% thcrcaflcr 
Toll rale growth • ralcs incrcasc al infialion ralc 
• ralcs adjusted c\ cry 3 years as a norm for infraslrucUire projccls in China 
• inFhUioii ralcs al lhosc cilics sct al lhc national lcvcl 8% 
• ralcs incrcasc at 25% c、.cry 3 years 
Operating expense • opcraling cxpcnscs al a fixed porlion of lhc turnover after lax 
• 10 bc morc conscn alivc. no scalc cconomics or riding down of experience curve 
assumed 
«> 15% onurno\’cr aflcr lax. slightly higher lhan lhat ofNWI-^' (14%) because of its 
rclali\ c inclTicicncy 
Distribution ofpronis • CKI gcls ils rclurns according to lhc conlracl tcrms in each project 
• lhc official body responsible for thc shortfalls or thc guaranteed returns lo CKI 
will nol dcfaiill 
• lhc conlracl tcrms will bc binding and unchangcd until the end of the JV contracts 
I 
Table 10 Key assumptions for projecting cash flows from power plants projects in 
China 
Production • lhcrc will bc o\ cr supply orclccli icily in all lhc cilics lhm CKI has interests til l the 
cnd ofl l ic power plani contracls 
• cach CKTs planl will producc no morc lhaii lhc annual minimum quanlity set on 
lhc power purchasc agreements 
Price • grid pricc will remain rcln(ivcly slablc lhroughout lhe contracls lives because of 
lhc ON'er supply thc strict govcrnnicnl regulations 
Profits • For cach prqjccl. CKI will carn a yearly amount cxaclly cqiial lo lhe giiaranleed 
rclurn slipiil;ilcd on lhc conlracl 
• lhc contr;icl lcrins will bc binding and unchangcd iinlil thc end oftl ie JV contracts 
26 New World Infrasiriiclurc is anolhcr infraslmcturc company lislccl on HKSE. 11 is the firsl mover inlo 
the China infrastriiclurc businesses. Hcncc ii has niore cxpcricncc in this arca and lower opcraling costs. 
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Table 11 }(ey assunlptions for valuing I-Iong I<ong operations 










thcrc would bc cxtraordinary growth in nct profits for 4 years until 1997 owing to 
thc nc\\' airport projcct in Hong Kong. 
nct profits will grow at 2 ()(!,{) pcr ycar latcr on due to the business expansion in 
China and thc growing dcmand from CKI. 
• thc growth is justified its coopcration with GITIC27 to further develop its 
business in China 
• asscts will bc injcctcd into the company to boost its capacity to cope with 
the incrcascd dcmand in China 
CK I wi II cont i nuc to source its construct ion materials in-group if allowed 
it would havc a pricc multiple of 12X which is 25(X) highcr than that of Ka Wah 
I ntcrnational Holdings Li mitcd:x (~LXX) 
thc prcmium isjustificd by: 
• having CKI as the parcnt company which would guarantee the sales of 
miltcrials for CK I's in frast ruct ure projects 
• its products arc of the highcst quality in Hong Kong 
• its production tcchnology is most advanccd in Hong Kon 
net profits grow at thc same ratc as Hong Kong 's nominal GDP gro\\1h 
starting from 1<)<)7. nct profits will grow at 12(XI for 5 years 
starting from 2()02. nct profits will grow at XIX) 
grid pricc \vill rcmain rclati\ 'cly stable throughout the contracts lives because of 
the over supply the strict govcrnment regulations 
the di\'idend payout ratio \vill be increased to 50(X, to supply CKl with the cash 
needed for i m'cst ment 
• t\\ 'O stage dividend discount model is chosen for valuing HKE because of its I I 
stability in both earnings and di\'idends grO\\"th 
Determination of discount rates 
In order to arrive at the net asset value of CKI, we need to detennine the 
appropriate discount rates for the three categories ofCKI's businesses. In the table below 
we presents the discount rates \ve use and the derivation of these rates. 
27 GITIC, Guangdong Internation:lI Trust and Investment Company. is a company listed on the HKSE 
with code 340. 
28 Ka Wah International Holdings Limited is a company listed on the HKSE. Its businesses are very 
similar to that of Green Island Cement (Holdings) Limited and Anderson Asia (Holdings) Limited. 
. .... 
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Table 12 'Discount rates calculation 
Projects 
Approach 
Risk free rate 
Risk premium 
Discount rate 
Valuation of CK I 
• ror both roads and po\\'cr plants. CKI I. Hong Kong Electric 
Iws cntcrcd into dc facto guarantccd 
returns contracts with the Chincsc 
Govcrnmcnt bodics 
• thcrc is no rcal diffcrcncc in thc 
gua ra n tccs for roads and po\\'c_r ..L.p_I'_lI1_t_s -11r-------------------f 
• RARRR • CAPM 
• it is morc mcaningful to usc this I • 






ma rkcts arc not wcll dcvclopcd 
IO.5G(%.\() I • 
I Cl-ycar govcrnmcnt bond yield I • 
7ll/t , ('or non-opcration~li projccts I • 
;}S mcntioncd berorc. projccts arc 
guarantccd. thc risks rcmaining are 
thc dcrault risk or thc Chincsc 
provincial govcrnmcnts and thc 
construction risk 
intcrcst spread bet\\'een US AAA-
rated corporate bonds and junk bonds 
is employed as proxy ror t he risk 
preI11 III m 
• ~ . 51!!:, ror operat ional projects 
• the actwli c:lsh nO\\'s help prove 
Chinese government 's ability to pay 
ofT the obligations 
• thc construction risk is elimilwtcd 
thc Hong Kong stock market is 
,ycll dcvcloped so that a 
mcaningful beta of 0.6829 for 
HKE can be obtained 
7.12(%31 
risk frce rate set at 1 O-year Hong 
Kong Exchange Fund Notes 
yicld 
9(%3~ 
• 17.5G(% ror non-opcrational projects • I ~ . 2.f(% 
• 1-t.OG(% ror operational projccts 
After \\le 1l1ake the forecast and deterllline the discount rates, we are ready to value 
CKI using the 1l1odels \\le have chosen . The results of the forecast and valuation are 
presented in Appendix. 
29 Source: Credit Suisse First Boston Chin:l Inrrastructure Report. February I ()1.)7 
30 Source: Wen \Vei Po (Chinese) March 2X. 1997 
31 Source: Hong Kong Monctary Statistical Bulletin. March 1997 issue 
32 Source: Credit SlIisse Fi rst Boston Ch i na In Crast ruct lire Report. FebrllCl ry 11.)1.)7 
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Intrinsic Value vs. Market Price 
Based on the above analysis, C K F s net asset value (NAV) should be HK$20.16 at 
the end o f l 9 9 7 . Using a discount rate o f l 6 . 6 0 % ' ' , we find that on March 28, 1997, CKI 
should be valued at HK$ 18.15. Compared to the market price of HK$21.90 on that day, 
CKI was trading at a premium o f 2 0 . 6 6 % to NAV. 
However , in the valuation process, we do not take into account any prospective 
projects that would boost the NAV. If those projects (See Appendix XIV) are included, 
the prospective NAV at year end should be increased approximately by HK$2.10. It 
translates into an increased H K $ l , 8 9 to lhe NAV. The implied market price would be 
HK$20.04 as o f M a r c h 28, 1997. Ifal l prospective projects in 1997 are considered, CKI 
is still traded at a premium o f 9 . 2 8 % to its NAV. 
This premium may be explained by investors' confidence in C K F s ability to sign 
attractive contracts in future, hlowever, this premium is a subjective matter and there is 
no definite way to evaluate the appropriate premium. Therefore, under the fundamental 
analysis framework, investors should sell the stock. C K F s stock price performance is 
shown as follows. 
33 The discounl ratc is calciilalcd by using lhc risk frcc ralc of 7.12%. bcla of 1.05 and market risk 
premium of 9%. Bcla o「CKl was found by rcgrcssiiig CKI's wcckly rclurn on thal ofthe irmrket. Details 








































































































































































C H A P T E R VIII 
S U M M A R Y 
In this project, we have reviewed the basic methodology for fundamental analysis. 
While the market prices of securities tend to fluctuate over time, their movement usually 
centers around their intrinsic value in an efficient market. Through this we see the 
importance of fundamental analysis which is aimed at estimating the intrinsic value of a 
security. We set out focusing on the valuation of a common stock. In Chapter I to VI, 
we discussed the flow of a typical fundamental analysis task. The econoinic-industry-
company (EIC) framework is followed. We put lots of emphasis on the discussion on 
different valuation models since the choice of valuation models affects not only the flow, 
but also the quality of the result of an analysis. It is noted that different valuation models 
shall be applied to companies with different characteristics in order to get an accurate 
estimate of the true value. 
To get a sense offundamenta l analysis in real life, we conducted a case study in the 
second part o f t h i s report, i.e., Chapter VII. We choose an infrastructure company listed 
on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, The Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings 
Limited (CKI). With its diversified businesses, CK1 provides us with a very good chance 
to practice the various models discussed in the first part. More specifically, we employed 
different models in valuing CKTs road and bridge projects, the power projects, the 
construction materials businesses and its stake in Hong Kong Electric respectively. In this 
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sense, CKI appears to be somehow a "conglomerate" rather than a company with single 
business. 
While we have tried our best in conducting this project, it is still subject to certain 
constraints. Among them the biggest obstacle was the difficulty in getting accurate 
information about CK1. The management was not willing to reveal substantial company 
information to us. This led to two problems. First, we did not have detailed financial 
performance of existing projects. Second, we did not know the future expansion plan of 
the company. These two together made it impossible to accurately predict the growth of 
the company. 
We tried to solve the problenis by interviewing with those industry incumbents to 
learn the way those research analysts would solve the problems. Moreover, we did make 
conservative assumptions on areas we did not know very clearly. This conservative 
approach ensured the fair price derived shall not be exaggerated. In all, as we understand, 
while our analysis is noi aimed to provide recommendations for real investment, it well 
accomplishes our expectation as to show the tlow and techniques in fundamental analysis, 
which in turn might be employed by investors to assist in their decision-making when it 
comes to real money. 
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Appendix I Index of Economic Indicators 
A. Leading Indicators 
1. Average weekly hours of production workers (manufacturing) 
2. Average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance 
3. Manufacturers ' new orders (consumer goods and materials industries) 
4. Vendor performance - slower deliveries diffusion index 
5. Contracts and orders for plant and equipment 
6. N e w private housing units authorized by local building permits 
7. Change in manufacturers ' unfilled orders (durable goods industries) 
8. Change in sensitive materials prices 
9. Stock prices, stock index 
10. Money supply 
11. Index of consumer expectations 
B. Coincident Indicators 
1. Employees on nonagricultural payrolls 
2. Personal income less transfer payments 
3. Industrial production 
4. Manufacturing and trade sales 
C. Lagging Indicators 
1. Average duration of Linemployment 
2. Ratio of trade inventories to sales 
3. Change in index o f l abor cost per unit of output 
4. Average prime rate charged by banks 
5. Commercial and industrial loans outstanding 
6. Ratio of consumer installment credit outstanding to personal income 
7. Change in consumer price index for services 
Source: Bodie, Kane, and Marcus, Investment, Irwin, 3rd edition, pg. 504 
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Appendix 11 Description o f C K P s Businesses 
CKI currently holds 11 projects (project groups) as listed in Table 2. Besides, 
CKI ' s wholly owned subsidiaries. Green Island Cement and Anderson Asia, focus on the 
* 
production and sale of construction materials, namely ceinent, concrete, aggregates and 
asphalt. 
CKTs China Infrastructure Projects 
China Road and Bridges Projects 
Narihai Road Network 
CKI acquired an ownership interest in 1 1 toll roads and bridges which are parts of 
the Nanhai Road Network located within Nanhai Municipality in Guangdong Province. 
The eleven individual projects are: 
Nanzhuang No. 2 Bridge 1 1.35 km, 2 x 3 lane. 
Shiken bridge 8.084 km, 216m 2 x 3 lane. 
Wuyakou bridge 4.635 km, 405 m 2 x 4 lane. 
Luodan highway 17.52 km, 1.632 km 2 x 3 lane. 
Sanshan west bridge 6.1 km, 1.0 km 2 x 2 lane. 
Xiqiao bypass i8.4 km, 2 x 3 lane. 
Jiangshi highway 2 1.77 km, 1.034 km 2 x 3 lane. 
2:id0ng bridge 1 1.558 km, 570 m 2 x 3 lane. 
Xinsha bridge 7.71 km, 425 m 2 x 3 lane. 
Y a n b u ^ ^ e 13.227 km, 862 m 2 x 3 1ane. 
Xia an bridge 
The total length of the eleven mads and bridges is 13 1.26 km. The first seven of 
the above projects are now operational while the rest are under construction. CKI went 
into eleven individual JV contracts governing the roads and bridges with Nanhai Holdings 
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as the PRC party in 1996. According to the contract terms, after-tax net profits of each 
JV will be distributed first io CK1 in the form of f ixed US dollar return and any shortfall in 
its annual fixed return in the previous years. Then Nanhai Holdings will receive an annual 
fixed Renminbi return and any shortfall in its fixed return in the previous years. Finally, 
the remaining balance, if any, will be distributed 43% to CKI and 57% to Nanhai 
Holdings. 
Shcmtou Bay Bridge 
The ShantOLi Bay Bridge Project, located at the western part of Shantou 
Municipality, consists oflvvo parts, namely, (1) a dual three-lane bridge o f 2 . 5 km; (2) two 
dual two-lane approach roads in the south and north with total length of 8.83 km. The 
Bridge is linked to a ievv o t l i e�highways , which helps connect Shantou Special Economic 
Zone with Fujian Province in the north and Shenzhen and Guangzhou in the south end. 
CKI entered into a JV contract governing the Bridge, taking a 30% stake. Other partners 
of the JV include (1) Guangdong Provincial Freeway Company (30%); (2) Shantou 
Highway Company (10%); and (3) Fresh Peak Holdings (30%), a Hong Kong company. 
The Bridge became operational in December. 1995. According to the JV contract, net 
operating cash will be used first to repay principal of and interest on shareholders' loans in 
accordance with their contribution to the registered capital. CKI is entitled to 30% o f t h e 
remaining cash balance, if any. 
Shemhen-Shcm/()ii Highway 
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Shenzhen-Shantou Highway is a 286-km highway connected to the south approach 
of the Shantou Bay Bridge. CK1 joined a JV to develop the 140-km eastern section, 
taking a 30% interest. Other JV partners include ( l )Guangdong Provincial Freeway 
Company (30%); (2) Yue Gang Highway Investment Limited (25%), a Hong Kong 
company; (3) Shantou Highway Company (5%); (3) Huilai Transport Company (5%); (4) 
Shanwei Municipal Highway Company (5%). The profit distribution scheme is similar to 
that of Shantou Bay Bridge, except that CKI is entitled to 30% profits only for the first 10 
years. Starting from the eleventh year, after the shareholders' loans and registered capital 
contributions have been repaid, CKTs share of profits will cut down to 25.7%. Shenzhen-
Shantou Highway came into operation at the end of 1996. 
Shenyang Roacis 
In November 1996, CKI signed an agreement with Shenyang Municipal 
Government to participate in the Shenyang Road Network Project. The Project includes 
upgrading of seven road sections and two bridges. This represented CKI ' s first move 
outside Guangdong Province. The whole project is expected to be finished by 1998. 
Upon completion, it is estimated, the average daily traffic will reach over 60,000 vehicles. 
Jiangmen Roads 
CKI signed a contract to participate in the Jiangmen Chaolian Bridge Project in 
January. 1997, adding to the two contracts signed at the end of l996, which govern two 
road projects, Jiangsha Road and Jianghe Road. Total length of the three amounts to 42.7 
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km. CKI takes a 50% stake in these JVs with total investment of RMB400 mn. Jiangsha 
Road is now already operational with daily traffic of over 14,000 vehicles. The other two 
are expected to become operational in early 1999. 
China Power Plants Projects 
Three Shantoii Power Plaiils 
The three plants are: 
Shantou Chenghai Power Plant 75 MW, oil-fired, located in Chenghai County. 
Shantou Chaoyang Power Plant 9.5 MW, oil-fired. 
Shantou Tuopu Power Plant 1 14 MW, oil-fired, located within Shantou SEZ. 
Three of CKI ' s wholly-owned subsidiaries entered into JV agreements governing 
the three power plants respectively in 1993 and 1994. The other party of the JVs is 
Shantou Municipal Power Development Company (Shantou Power). The JVs have signed 
long-term power purchase contract with Shantou Municipal Power Industry Company. 
To secure the JV partners' recoupment of investment and return on investment, the 
contracts stipulate that Shantou Power will purchase all of the electricity generated by the 
JV power plants. Shantou Power also guarantees to offtake certain annual minimum 
quantities (AMQ). If Shantou Power 's purchase falls below the AMQ, it shall pay the JVs 
certain amount of supplemental fees. Revenues of the JVs will be allocated to the JV 
parties for recoupment o f the i r capital investment after paying operating expenses and the 
statutory payments. CK1 is entitled, on a priority basis, an annual recoupment of 
investment equal to 10% of its investment. After-tax net profits which is attributable to 
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the AMQ, after certain deduction, shall be allocated to the JV parties such that CKI 
receives a certain percentage of its investment as return on a priority basis. Net profits 
attributable to power generation in excess of the AMQ will be allocated 4 0 % to CKI and 
60% to Shantou Power Development. 
Nanhai Jia"g"a" Power Plant 
Nanhai Jiangnan Power Plant is an existing 121 M W power plant located in 
Taiping, Nanhai Municipality, with four coal-fired and one oil-fired generators. The other 
party of the JV is Nanhai Nantang Power Company Limited. Power purchase contract 
terms and profits distribution scheme are quite the same as that of The Three Shantou 
Power Plants. 
Nanhai Power Plcinl 1 
CKT joined the JV to construct Nanhai Power Plant 1 with Nanhai Power Plant 
"A" in 1994. CKI contributed 30% o f t h e registered capital. To finance the construction, 
the JV secured two syndicated loans, namely, a 7-year US$90 mn term loan and a 4-year 
US$40 mn term loan. CKI is entitled to recoup 20% of its investment annually. Besides, 
CKI was also allowed to receive, on a priority basis, recoupment of capital investment and 
profits equivalent to 30% of the JV 's total return calculated based on certain formula 
stipulated in the JV contract. The two generation units have come into operation by 
February 1997. The JV also signed power purchase agreement with Nanhai Power 
Bureau with AMQ requirements. 
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Zhuhai Power Planl 
As the largest involvement o f C K l in power projects in China, Zhuhai Power Plant 
is a 1400 M W coal-fired power plant located in Zhuhai SEZ. The other party of the JV is 
Zhuhai SEZ Guangzhu Electric Power Company Limited. Total project cost for Zhuhai 
Power Plant amounts to US$1.2 bn. CKI contributed US$166 inn of the registered 
capital, taking a 45% stake. The JV secured US$800 mn loan facilities in Fall 1996 to 
finance the construction o f t h e Plant. The JV partners may recoup their investment using 
the accelerated depreciation charges. The profits in excess of loan repayment will be 
distributed the two parties according to their portions of the registered capital. Power 
purchase agreement with AMQ stipulations has been signed with Guangdong Electric 
Power Holding Company. 
Fiishnn Co-gcnercdion Plciiil 
As the first contract CKI has signed in 1997, CKI engaged itself in a heat and 
electricity co-generation plant in Fushun, Liaoning Province. CKI will invest RMB450 mn 
in this RMB740 mn project. The plant, already operating, has an installed capacity of 150 
M W of electricity, and an annual generating capacity of one billion KWH of electricity and 
six million gigajoules of heat, This project represents CKTs entrance into a new area of 
infrastructure investment. 
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Hong Kong Operations 
Construction Materials 
CKI is an integrated construction materials manufacturer involved in the 
production, distribution and sale of cement, concrete, asphalt and aggregates. Green 
Island Cement and Anderson Asia are its wholly-owned subsidiaries focusing on 
construction materials businesses. Before the inclusion o f H o n g Kong Electric into CKI ' s 
portfolio, the construction materials businesses contribute around 60% of CKI ' s annual 
profits. 
1. Green Island Ceinenl (GIC) 
GIC is the only integrated cement manufacturer in Hong Kong, occupying a 47% 
market share. Its plant has kiln capacity of 1.5 mn tons of clinker, clinker grinding 
capacity of 2.5 mn tons. GIC provides a full range of cement products through a full 
course operation. Ordinary Portland Cement, which is widely used for general 
construction purposes, is GlC,s principal cement product, and accounted for 68% of 
its cement throughput in 1995. GIC also produces Blended Cement, which is a broad 
classification covering a variety of cement products. CKI sells around 85% of its 
cement in bulk and 15% in bags. Bulk cement purchasers fall in three categories, 
namely concrete producers in Hong Kong, contractors of infrastructure projects in 
Hong Kong and contractors of large infrastructure projects in southern China. The 
top two buyers are Anderson Asia and Pioneer Concrete. 
2. Anderson Asia 
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Anderson Asia is one o f t h e market leaders in the production and delivery o f c o n c r e t e , the 
product ion and laying of asphalt and the quarrying and selling of aggregates. It operates 
the Lam Tei granite quarry, which accounts for 23% of total Hong Kong capacity and 
produces 1.8 mn tons of aggregates. There are two franchised quarries in Zhuhai and 
Shenzhen, adding 2.5-3.0 mn tons o f a g g r e g a t e s for concrete production. Anderson Asia 
has 19 batching plants in Hong Kong in commercially convenient locations. It 
manufactures Ready Mixed Cement (RMC) with a compression strength of 30-60 mPa 
according to customer specifications. It is also the only local manufacturer capable of 
commercially producing 100 mPa concrete. Anderson Asia has two asphalt production 
sites in Lam Tei and Tai Ho. VVith the strong transport facilities it operates, Anderson 
Asia supplies these materials to home builders and infrastructure developers. 
Hong Kong Electric (HKE) 
Hong Kong Electric has been a major electric power supplier in the territory for 
over a century. Boasting a tolal installed capacity o f 2 9 5 5 MW, its main activities involve 
supplying electricity on a monopoly basis on Hong Kong, Ap Lei Chau, and Lamma 
Islands. It also provides electricity advisory services. As a utility play, HKE is viewed as 
a firm with steady growth. The inclusion o f H K E into CKI will not only provide CKI with 
steady cash dividends to finance other projects，but also help improve CKI ' s financial 
position to enhance CK1 ‘s lund-raisiiig profile. HKE is also expected to participate some 
of C K l ' s power projects, lending its management expertise. Upon the completion of the 
restructuring, CKI ' s 35.01 % interest in HKE makes up 70% o f i t s net asset base. 
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C K l ' s Coiis))li(liito(i (."ash l'low Sl:i“'im.iil 
H K $ '000 
1 m 1997 199S 1 9 9 9 
Total Crtsh i"tu C"K1 
C h i n a U o a d s & ]WUlovs 145 . 333 4 1 9 , 3 6 3 5 3 8 , 5 2 9 6 4 2 , 2 4 9 
N a n l i a i R o a d N e l u w k 7 R o a d s & B i . i d g e s 1 4 5 J 3 3 145 .333 145 ,333 145 ,333 
Nanha i Road Network 4 Highways - 108 .647 108 .647 108 .647 
Shantou Bay Bridgo - 42 .951 51 .542 7 0 , 5 4 2 
Shenyang Ro;uls ( 9 co i i t rads) - - ^ 2 . 6 8 9 101,791 
J iangnicn Roads (2 roads and 1 bridgo) - 3 3 . 0 0 0 3 3 . 0 0 0 6 8 , 0 0 0 
Shenzlien-Shanloii l l ig lnvay ； 狄 4 3 2 107，31 8 ] 4 7 , 9 3 6 
Chiiia P()>ver Plants 2 0 5 J 9 9 4 7 7 , 5 0 3 4 7 7 , 5 0 3 5 8 7 , 7 2 7 
Shantou Chcnghai 4 9 . 0 0 3 4 9 . 0 0 3 4 9 , 0 0 3 4 9 , 0 0 3 
Slianlou C h a o v a n g ?().760 59 .760 59 .760 5 9 , 7 6 0 
Shantou T u o p u 73.29X 75 .298 7 5 . 2 9 8 7 5 , 2 9 8 
Nanha i J iangnan Powor Pl:uU 21 .738 21.73X 2 1 . 7 3 8 2 1 , 7 3 8 
Nanha i l)owei. Planl 1 - 43 .924 4 3 . 9 2 4 4 3 , 9 2 4 
Zhuhai Powc.- l>h.nl - 137.7X0 137.7X0 2 4 8 . 0 0 4 
Fus lu inPower /Hca l Plant - ( 瓜 _ 9 0 . 0 0 0 9 0 , 0 0 0 
Total lVom Cliiiia pro.ji'c(s (l<iMH 't)()0) 3 5 1 , 1 3 2 X % , S 6 6 1 , " 1 6 , " 3 2 1 , 229 , 976 
E x c h a n g e r a l e ( l l K $ / R M l ^ ) l.()7 l.()7 1.07 1.07 
T o t a l f i o i u Cl.in.> p i — c t s ( l l K S '()()(l) 3 2 N J 6 1 S3S,192 9 4 9 , 5 6 2 1 ,149 ,510 
H o n g Kong C o n s l r u d i o n MalcriaIs I^iisinossL\s* 5 5 4 . 7 9 8 748.97X X9&773 1 .078 ,528 
Stake i n l l o n g K o n g l - l e c l r i c - 91X,911 1.029.1X0 1 ,152 ,682 
T o t a l l V ( . i n I I ( . n u K o n ^ 5 5 4 J 9 N l / , 6 7 , 8 S S 1 ,927 ,953 2 , 2 3 1 , 2 1 0 
T o t a l c a s h i n t o C K I “ ~ " ^<S'2.()59 2 .506 .081 2 .877 .516 3 .380 ,719 
Casli outflow (C;i|)i(al oxpi-iHliliii t ) 
C h i n a p r o j c c l s ( R M i r O O O ) 4.420.X20 1 .420.000 1 .500 .000 1 .500,000 
China p r o j c c l s ( l l K S ' 0 0 0 ) 4 . n i . 6 ( ) 7 1 3 2 7 . 1 0 3 1 .401 .869 1 .401 .869 
T o t a l ca sh m i t H " � � 4 . 1 3 1 / . 0 7 K 3 2 7 , 1 0 3 1 ,401 ,S69 1 ,401 ,S69 
Ncl cash Hinv to CK1 (3.24X.64S) I .17S .978 1 .475 .647 1 .978.850 
Intercsl expense 63 .000 126.000 126.000 126,000 
Intercsl iiiconic 107.209 50 .742 110.808 190,870 
Beginning cash 3 .800 .000 4XX352 1 .541.330 2 ,890 .976 
E , u l i , , a cash 4SS ,352 1 , 541 , 330 2 , 8 9 0 , 9 7 6 4 , 7 4 3 , 8 2 6 
*assume dcprociation =cliango in working capilal .丨 t.apilal ox|iciKliluiv 
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C K l ' s C<>nsoruiiited liicoiiU' Stati'im-iit 
H K $ '000 
1996 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 S 1 9 9 9 
Total income attributable lo CKI 
ChinaUoads&Bri(|oes 155J5S 433,36S 6(I0,92() 8%,096 
Nanhai Road Nclwork 7 Roads & l;ridges 155.75X 190.359 221 .256 243 ,036 
Nanhai R o a d N c l w o r k 4 IIigliwavs - 110.624 115.532 138，181 
Shanlou Bay 13ridge - 56.140 79 .974 127,733 
Shenyang Roads ( 9 contracts) - " 59.994 82 ,527 
Jiangmen Roads (2 roads and 1 liridgc) - l()-5<78 22 .204 101,052 
Shenzhen-Shantou lIiglnvay ； -^^.368 101-960 203 ,566 
C h i n a l ' (mer l>h.nts 2 0 5 , 7 9 9 4 7 7 , 5 0 3 4 7 7 , 5 0 3 5 8 7 , 7 2 7 
Shanlou ChcnglK.i 49 .003 49 .003 49 ,003 49 ,003 
Shantou Cliaovang 59.760 59.760 59,760 59,760 
S h a n l o u T u o p u 75.298 75.298 75 ,298 75 ,298 
Nanhai Jiangnan Powcr l>lanl 21 .738 21.738 21,738 21 ,738 
Nanhai I)owei. l'lanl 1 - 43 .924 43 .924 43 ,924 
Zhuhai Power Planl - 137.7X0 1-17.780 248 .004 
Fushun Powcr/lIcat PhuU ； (川-_ 90 .000 90 .000 
Total lrom China projccts (RMIi 'OOO) 361.557 910,871 1-078.423 K483,822 
E x c h a i i g c r a l c ( l l K S / R M n ) l.()7 l.()7 1.07 1.07 
T()t;il fi(.in C h i n a piojtcts ( l l K S '()()()) 3 3 7 , 9 0 4 S 5 K 2 S 1 l,0()7,S72 1 , 3S6 , 750 
Hong Kong Conslruclion Malcrials Husinosscs 664.429 X%.979 1.076.375 1.291,650 
Opeiatinu iiKOnu- lrom lloiiu Koii.u 664,429 ^96,979 l,l>76,375 ^291,650 
Total operating i"come 1.002.333 1-748.261 2.0X4.247 2 .678,400 
YoY cIiangc - 74 .42% 19.22% 28 .51% 
H e a d o n i c e expense 65.550 122.378 145,897 187,488 
EBIT 936.783 1.625.XS2 1,938.350 2,490.912 
Nct inlorost cxpcnso/(incomc) (44.209) 75.258 15.192 (64,870) 
P3 'P 9S0.992 1.550.624 1.923.157 2.555.782 
lnconic lax 9X.099 255.853 317.321 421.704 
Contribution iVoni lIong Kong lvloclric - 1.X37.S21 2 .058.360 2 .305,363 
T()t;>l nct iiuoiiu- SS2,S93 3,132,593 3/.64,196 4,439,441 
YoY change ~ - 2.M.S'1". 16.97% 21 .16% 
Total oulslandiiig shares al >var ciul 丨.323.如(） 2 .254.210 2 .254.210 2,254.210 
FJ>s ^ ^ ^ l.()7 
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CKl's NAV 
End o f l 9 9 7 End o f l 9 9 7 
(in HK$ 'OOO) (in RMB'000) 
Project 
China Roads & Bridges ",321,672 12,U4,189 
Nanhai Road Network 7 Roads & Bndgcs 2,334,409 2,497,817 
Nanhai Road Network 4 Highwa> s 1.020.416 1,091,846 
Shantou Bay Bridge 1,923,245 2,057,872 
Shenyang Roads ( 9 contracts) 1-249,364 1,336,819 
Jiangmen Roads (2 roads and 1 bndgc) 644,083 689,169 
Shenzhen-Shantou Higliway 4,150,155 4,440,666 
China Power Plants 3,066,220 3,280,856 
Shantou Chcnghai 274,088 293,274 
Shantou Chaoyang 334.254 357,651 
Shantou Tuopu 421.160 450,641 
Nanhai Jiangnan Powcr Plant 94.()54 100.638 
Nanhai Power Plant 1 256.385 274,332 
Zhuhai Power Plant 1.125.807 1，204，614 
Fushun Powcr/Mcat Plant 560.474 599,707 
Total from China projects J4,3S7,S92 
Hong Kong Construction Materials Businesses 8.987,733 
Stake in Hong Kong Elcctric 22,618.375 
Tot^J f r om Hong K<mg 31.60<540S 
T o t a i N A V 45 ,994 ,000 
Total shares outstanding 2,254.210 
NAV pcr share (in HKS) 20.40 
Cash balance 1.541.330 
Debt 2.100.000 
Equity valuc 45.435.330 
Per share value (in HK$) 20.15576627 
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Niuil)iii Ko;ul Ni>(>vorU Noii-operatiuii：(! 
In R M B Thousands 
JV project invcsliiicnl 996 ,000 
CKI's inilial invcslincnl 6.19.100 
RMBA_IS$ K.30 
Total present valuc of 1-CF 1.09 1 .X46 
Assumptions 1997 199S 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2001 2 0 0 2 
Traf l l c How growth N'/A 20,00". . 15() .00¾ 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 
Toll rate/enlry growlh N'/.A 0,0(J"n 25,00". . 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 2 5 . 0 0 % 
OperEx. / tuniovor AT* 15,00".. 15.00",, 15 .00% 15 .00% 15 .00% 15 .00% 
Netpron t saUr i lu i lL�Li loCKl 43.()0",, 43.00", , 43.00". , 4 3 . 0 0 % 4 3 . 0 0 % 4 3 . 0 0 % 
Average daily tralTic 16 19.2 48 57.6 69 .12 82 .944 
A v e r a g e t o l l r a t c s ( R M B ) 7.33 7.33 9 .16 9 .16 9 .16 11.45 
*Opcral ing cxpoiiscs/tuniovcr aflcr l a \ 
P i o t i t s f(>icc;ist u m ^ ^ | j m 2 m m 2 0 m 2002 
~ ~ " i 2 3 4 5 “ 
Average daily r o w n u c 1 17 141 440 52X 633 950 
Total annual loIl ivwi iuc 21 .110 50.665 15X.32X 189.994 227 .992 3 4 1 , 9 8 8 
Y o Y growlh N A 140.00"., 212.50". . 20,00", . 2 0 . 0 0 % 5 0 . 0 0 % 
Business T a x (5"/.,) 1.056 2.533 7 .916 9 .500 11.400 17.099 
Net revenues 2().(J55 4K.132 150.412 1X0,494 216 .593 324 .889 
Opera l ing expenses 3.00S 7 .220 22.562 27 .074 32 .489 48 ,733 
Depreciation i2.-150 24 .900 49.X00 49 .S00 49 .800 49 .800 
E B I T ( P r o l l t s li T) 4 .597 16.012 78 .030 103.620 134.304 226 ,356 
T a x provision () () 9 .366 12.434 16.116 27 ,163 
P R C enleij>risc tax 0 . 0 0 " . ().()0"" 12 .00% 12 .00% 12 .00% 12 .00% 
Local incoiiic tax 0 .00"" 0.00"., 0.00"., 0.00"'" 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 
T a x rate 0 .00"" 0 .00"" 12 .00% 12_00% 12 .00% 12 .00% 
Net pronis lo JY 4 .597 16.012 6S.6X4 91 .185 118.187 199,193 
AUi- ibu tab leproHls toCKl l.()77 6.XX5 29.534 39 .210 50.821 85.653 
J V Fi ec- cash l1(.w H W j ^ | j m 20110 2UOj 2002 
Net opcmling prollls ;illcr lax 4 .597 16.012 6S.6K4 91.1K5 118.1X7 199.193 
+Deprccial ion 12.450 24.900 49.H0() 49.X00 49 .800 49 .800 
l-rce cash llow 17.0-17 40 .912 11X.4X4 140.9X5 167.9X7 248 .993 
Guaranteed pavmcnts to CKI 1(JX.6-I7 I0N.647 10X.647 108.647 108.647 108.647 
Cash lo l>RC pailiier** (91.600) (67 .735) 9.X37 32 .338 59.340 140.346 
Excess casli lo .IV pailicipanls () () () 0 0 0 
**(Shoiirall)/Fuiuis available lo l ) l � C pai1ner 
Cash received hy C K I ^ | ^ \ ^ 2 ^ 2001 2 0 0 2 
Guaranteed paynienl rcce iwd 10S.647 10S.647 I0S.647 10S'.647 108.647 108.647 
Poilion of cxccss cash recei\ cd 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cash inlo CKI 10S.647 I0S'.647 l()X.M7 108.647 108,647 108.647 
Capital cosl/i:iiscomil ralc 17.56",, 17.56">, 17.56"., 17.56% 17.56% 17 .56% 
PV factor l,()()0() 0.X506 0 .7236 0 ,6155 0 .5236 0 .4454 
P V ()fcasli tl(.w lOS / , ^ 7 92 ,41S 7N.r.l4 r.6,S71 56 ,SS3 48 , 3S6 
P \ ' <»rft 'nuin:il v;iliu' Discount r a t e PVr:ict(ii- T e r m i n a l va luc 
640,027 17.56'',, 0 .4454 1,437,130 
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Nanh-ai Roaii Nchvork ()pi'i ;ilioii;il 
In R M B T h o u s a n d s 
JV pro jec t i nves lmcn l l,7>43,ii"ii 
CKI ' s inilial invcs lmcnt X54 .%0 
R M B / U S $ J^:’'.） 
Total present va lue o f F C l - 2,497.X 17 
Assun,ptions l^ >X, 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
T r a f f i c f l o w g r o u l h 2 o T ^ " ' 0 0 ¾ , 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 20.00% 20.00% 
T o l l r a l e / e m r y _ _ O.iO",, 0.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 25.00% 0.00% 
O p e r E x / t u m o v c r A T * 15.00"o 15.00% 1 5 0 0 % 15.00% 15 .00% 15 .00% 15 .00% 
N e t p r o f i t s a t t r i b u t e d l o C K I 4 3 , 0 0 " . 4 1 0 0 � � 4 3 . 0 0 % 4 1 0 0 % 4 3 . 0 0 % 4 3 . 0 0 % 4 3 . 0 0 % 
A v e r a g e d a i l y t r a m c _ 120 l_W 173 207 249 299 
A v e r a g e l o l l r a l c s ( R K 4 B ) 5._V) 5.5(> ^,8S 6.S>S 6,SS 8.59 8 .59 
*Opera t ing expenses / tu rnover allcr lax 
Prollts forecast ^ 1卯7 1998 1999 20(10 2001 2002 
~ ~ " I “ ^ “ 5 6 7 
Average d a i l y r e v c n u c 550 ()60 990 l . m 1’426 2 ,138 2 ,566 
Total a n n u a r i o l l r c v c n u c 66,..(：... � 7 . _ 356.4i ,0 427.6SU 513 .216 769 ,824 923 ,789 
Y o Y c r o w t h OnO"., 260 ori",, _V).00"." 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 5 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 
B u s i n ^ s s T a x ( 5 % ) 3JOf , 1 1 , _ 1 7 . 0丨 21.3S4 25.661 3S.491 46 ,189 
N e t revenues 617Cid 225.720 33S.5SO 406 .296 487 .555 731 ,333 877 ,599 
O p e r a l i n a c x p c n s c s 9,40> 33.X5K -^0.7N7 60 .944 73.133 109,700 131,640 
DeprcciaUon 29.nMi S7.1Sn S7 . !S0 S 7 . 1 5 � S7,150 S7’150 87,150 
E B I T (Prof , l s B T ) 24.245 104,712 20<.i/,43 25S.202 327.272 534 ,483 658 ,809 
T a x p r o v , s . o n 丨丨 「丨 ^4 .077 30.9X4 39.273 12S,276 1 5 8 J 1 4 
P R C enle tpr i sc lax 0.00",. 0 0(1"» 12,00% 1 2 o 0 % 12.00% 2 4 . 0 0 % 12.00% 
Local income tax O.Ci(：)",, n i；)(：)"., 0 . 0 0 % 0.00¾, 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 
T a x rate (i f)0",, O.nO-,, 12.00",, 12.00"o 1 1 0 0 % 2 4 . 0 0 % 2 4 . 0 0 % 
N e t p r o t l l s l o IV 24,245 K.M.712 176.566 227 .217 2S'7,999 406 ,207 500,695 
AUnbulab le p r o f . l s l o C K l 丨丨).42; 45 .026 75.923 97 .703 123.S40 174.669 215 ,299 
.lV ]r,.fe e,.sh llmv ^ ^ | _ ^ | _ ^ ^ ^ 2002 
N c l o p c r a l m u p r o l h s a fUTlax ^ T ^ u T T T l " ~ 227.217 2^7 .999 406 ,207 500,695 
+Deprec .a l :on :9.i)Mi S7,150 X7.150 S7.15n S7.150 87.150 87,150 
F ree cash t low 5 1 2 9 5 191.S62 2 6 x 7 1 6 314 .367 375.149 493 ,357 587,845 
Cxunranteed pavmcnls l<. CKI 1 4 . � V ” � 145. .” , ’ 1 4 � ’ , . ” ’ 1 4 5 . . W 145,333 145,333 145,333 
Cash to P R C pa i incr** (92.i)3S) 46 .529 l l S J « 169.034 229,S16 348 ,024 4 4 2 , 5 ] 2 
Exces s cash lo JV pail icipanls i' 0 ” “ 〔） 0 0 
**(Shor t la l l ) /Funds available lo PRC partnci 
Ci.sh rc-cc-ived l)v CKI ^ ^ | _ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2002 
Guaranlecd paymcnl r c c c i w d 145.3.r . U ^ l T ^ ~ \ . ^ 3 3 145.333 145.333 145,333 145,333 
Port ion o f e x c c s s cash rccci\-cd “ “ “ “ 0 �> 0 
Cash inlo CK1 14.x.vvl 145.333 14x lv^ . 145.333 145.333 145.333 145,333 
Cap.lal cosl /Discount rale 14 丨)6",丨 丨4 06"“ 14.06% 14.06% � 4 . 0 6 % 14.06% 
P V iacior 1 nCiCKi o,S7r,7 0.7(')X7 0 .6739 0 .5908 0 .5180 
r v ol cash n<)w 14.q,333 127,41S 111,711 97,941 «5,868 75,283 
|>V ortci-miiKil Y:“m. l)isc-umil r:i“‘ W !:Htor Termiiiiil value 
1 ,S54 ,263 I4 0(V',, 0.51X0 3.579,631 
Appendix XII , 75 
Sheiv/.licii-Shant<.ii IIisliway (In K M B '0(I0) 
J V project invcstnioiit 2 ,50(1000 
CKI ' s initial inveslnicnt 7 5 0 . 0 0 0 
R M B / U S $ 义-飞(） 
Tota l presenl va lue o l � F C F 4 . 4 4 0 . 6 6 6 
Assun .pt ions 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 S 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 
T r a f n c f l o v v g r o u l h ~ 2 0 0 ^ 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 
T o l l r a l c / e n l , A ' g r o u l h V A () .00% 25.()0,," 0 . 0 0 " " 0 . 0 0 % 2 5 . 0 0 % 
O p e r E x . / t w m o v c r A T * l ? . 0 0 " „ 15.()()"” 15.()()% 15.GG% 1 5 . 0 0 % 1 5 . 0 0 % 
Nct profi ls atl,-ihulcd lo CKI 30.()()"" 30.00" . , 30.(KV," 3().()0"" 3 0 . 0 0 % 3 0 . 0 0 % 
Avcragcdailvtranic 1300() 1 5 6 0 0 1 X 7 2 0 2 2 4 6 4 2 6 9 5 7 3 2 3 4 8 
A v e r a 8 C t o l l r a l c s ( R M I ^ ) 76.XX 76 .88 96 .10 9 6 . 1 0 % . 1 0 120 .13 
*Opera t ing cxpcnscs / l u rnowr allor lax 
P.ofitsf(>recast 1 9 9 7 m S 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 
Year 丨 2 3 4 5 6 
Avcragc dailv rcvcnuc 州 丨.丨()(） 口()(） 2 .159 2 .591 3 .886 
Total anin.al loll rcsv,uic 359.79K 4 3 I . 7 5 S 6 4 7 . 6 3 7 7 7 7 . 1 6 5 9 3 2 . 5 9 7 1 3 9 8 . 8 9 6 
Y o Y g i w U h N A 20.00"u 50.00". , 20.00". , 2 0 . 0 0 % 5 0 . 0 0 % 
Businoss T a x (5'N,) 9.0X5 10.902 32 .382 38.X5X 4 6 . 6 3 0 6 9 , 9 4 5 
Net rovcnucs 3 5 0 . 7 1 3 420.X56 6 1 5 . 2 5 5 73X.306 XX5.96X 1.328.951 
Ope ra t i ngcxpcnsc s 52 .607 63.12X 92.28N 110.746 132.895 199 ,343 
Dcpreciat ion 1 2 x 0 0 0 125.00() 125.0(K) 125.0()0 125 .000 125 ,000 
E B I T (Pron i s i r r ) 173.106 232.72X 3 9 7 . 9 6 7 3 0 2 . 5 6 0 6 2 8 . 0 7 2 1 ,004 ,609 
h i t e r e s t o n C K l 75.0()0 73 .557 71 .624 6 7 . 3 6 9 64 .041 60，225 
Interest on P R C partners 175.000 171.633 167.122 157.194 149 .429 140,525 
T a x provision () () 29.X4X 3 7 . 6 9 2 4 7 , 1 0 5 150,691 
P R C enlciprisc tax 0 . 00 " , . 0 . 0 0 " u 7 , 50 " . . 7 . 5 0 " o 7 . 5 0 % 1 5 . 0 0 % 
Local incomc lax 0.0()"u 0.00", . 0.00", , 0.()0% 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 
T a x ralc 0 .00 " , , 0 . ( )0 " " 7 . 5 0 " " 7 . 5 0 " . 7 . 5 0 % 1 5 . 0 0 % 
Ncl prollls lo .IV (76 .S9^) (12 .462) 129.373 2 4 0 . 3 0 6 3 6 7 . 4 9 8 6 5 3 , 1 6 7 
A U r i b u l a h l c p r o l l l s t o C K l (33.()64) (5 .35S) 55.631 103.331 15X,024 280 ,862 
J V l<,cc ciisl. 11m、 1 9 9 7 l > m ^ ^ ^ 2()02 
Ncl operat ing p m l U s a r t c r l a x 173.106 232,72X 36S .119 ^ 6 4 . 8 6 8 5 8 0 . 9 6 7 ^<53,917 
+Dcprcciatioii 125.()()() 125.0()0 1 2 5 . 0 0 0 125.0<)0 1 2 5 . 0 0 0 1 2 5 . 0 0 0 
Froe cash llovv 29SM06 3 5 7 . 7 2 8 493.1 19 589.86X 7 0 5 . 9 6 7 9 7 8 , 9 1 7 
I iUerestpaidtoCKl 75.0()() 7 .1.557 7 1 . 6 2 4 6 7 . 3 6 9 6 4 . 0 4 1 6 0 , 2 2 5 
lntcresl paid lo PRC parlnors 175.000 171.63.3 167.122 157.194 149.429 140,525 
Avai lable for loan ivpayiiiciU 4X.106 112.5.1X 2 5 4 . 3 7 3 3 6 5 . 3 0 6 4 9 2 . 4 9 8 7 7 8 , 1 6 7 
Rcpaynicnl lo CKI 1-1.432 33 .762 76 .312 109.592 147.749 2 3 3 , 4 5 0 
Ropaynicnl lo PRC panncrs 33 .675 7X.777 I7X.()61 255 .714 3 4 4 . 7 4 8 M 4 . 7 1 7 
AUi-ibulablclo.lYp:u-licipanls () 0 (0 ) 0 0 0 
C;isli iccfiNf(l 1)V C K I n m | _ ^ | j W 2UUU ^ 2 0 0 2 
liUcrcsl incoinc 75.()()() 73 .557 71.624 67 .369 64 .041 60 .225 
Rcpaymcnl ofloan pnnapal 14 ,132 33.7f,2 7 6 . 3 1 2 1 0 9 . 5 9 2 1 4 7 . 7 4 9 2 3 3 , 4 5 0 
Poilion ofiiislrilniUiblc casli 0 0 (0) 0 0 0 
Cash iiilo CKI K9.4.12 107.31K 147.936 176.961 211 .790 293 .675 
Discount ralc l4.()6"" 14.06",, 14.06"" 14 .06"" 14.06¾, 14 .06% 
PV faclor 1 0.X767 0.76X7 0 .6739 0 . 5 9 0 8 0 .5180 
P V ofcasli n . m S 9 J 3 2 'J4,()Sy 1 1 3 , 7 1 2 1 1 9 , 2 5 5 1 2 5 , 1 3 3 1 5 2 , 1 2 5 
r\' ofti-nniiKil valiii' I)i.sci)uiit nili- l'N" f.:id"i. T e r m i n a l valiic 
3 ,746 ,920 14.06"u 0 .51S0 7 .233 .380 
Appciidix lX ”6 
Slia i ) tou l l ay U r i i l u o ( i n kM15 'l)(IO) 
JV project iiivosiinciU 75().()0() 
CKI's inilial invcstniont 225 .000 
RMBmS$ .^30 
Total prcsciit vahic o f l ' C l ' 2.057.N72 
A s s u . u p t i o . . s 1'^97 199S 1999 2 0 0 0 2001 2 0 0 2 
TrafT.c f low gr(nvlh ~ 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 20.00 '¼ 2 0 . 0 0 % 2 0 . 0 0 % 
Toll ralc/cnlry grcnMh N 'A 0.00",, 2 5 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 2 5 . 0 0 % 
OperEx. / tuniovor A'1'* 15.0()".. 15 .00% 15.00"(, 15 .00% 15 .00% 15 .00% 
Net profits atlribi.lcd lo CK1 30.00", , 30.()()% 3 0 . 0 0 % 3 0 . 0 0 % 3 0 . 0 0 % 3 0 . 0 0 % 
Average daily t ran ic 12000 14400 17280 2 0 7 3 6 24883 .2 2 9 8 5 9 . 8 4 
A v e r a g e l o I l r a t c s ( R M l ^ ) -10.00 40 .00 50,00 50.00 50.00 62 .50 
*Opcral ing cxpcnscs/ luniovcr allcr l a \ 
P r o f i t s n , .vc ; . s t 1997 VJ9H 1999 2()(M) 2001 2 0 0 2 
Year ' 2 3 4 5 6 
Average dai!y a n c n u c 4K0 576 864 1.037 1.244 1.866 
Total annual toll rcvcnuc 172.SOO 207 .360 311 .040 373.24X 4 4 7 . 8 9 8 6 7 1 . 8 4 6 
YoY growlli N ' A 20.00", , 50.00", , 20.00"'" 2 0 . 0 0 % 5 0 . 0 0 % 
Business Tax (5%) 4.36；^ 5 .236 15.552 1X.66)2 22 .395 33 .592 
Net revenues 16X,137 202.124 295.4XS 354.5S'6 425 .503 6 3 8 . 2 5 4 
Opera t ing expenses 23 .266 30..119 44.32.1 53 .188 63 .825 95 ,738 
Depreciation 37.50(J 37 .500 37 .500 37 .500 37 .500 37 ,500 
E B I T (Profils ITl') l ( )5 / )7 l 13丄.306 213 .665 263.X9X 324 .177 505 .016 
lnlerest oii CK1 22.500 2 ( U 5 5 19.391 17.3X5 15.790 13,958 
Interesl on PRC parlncrs 52.500 47.72S 45 .246 40 .565 36 ,844 32 ,569 
T a x p r o v i s i o n () () 16.025 19.792 24 .313 90 ,903 
P R C enterprise tax ().00"o 0.00",, 7 .50"" 7.50",. 7 . 5 0 % 15 .00% 
Local income l a \ 0.00",, 0.00",, 0 .00"" 0 . 0 0 % 0 . 0 0 % 3 . 0 0 % 
T a x rate 0.00",, 0.00"., 7 .50"" 7 . 5 0 % 7 . 5 0 % 18.00% 
Ncl profils lo .IY 30.671 66 .123 133.002 IH6.156 247 ,230 367 ,586 
A U n b i i l a h l c p r o l l l s l o C K I 13.1S'9 28 .433 57.191 X0.047 106.309 158.062 
.IV F| .ce c;islj llmv 19'J7 | j m \ 9 ^ 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 j 2002 
Nct o p c r a t i n g p r o n i s a f k T l a x 105.671 I.VI.306 197.640 244 .105 299 .864 414 ,113 
+Depreciat ion 37.500 37 .500 37 .500 .17.500 37 .500 37 .500 
Free casli llow H 3 . 1 7 1 17I.S(J6 2.15.140 2X1.605 337 .364 451 .613 
Interest paid lo CKI 22.500 2 ( M 5 5 19.391 17.3X5 15.790 13.958 
Inlerest paid lo l 'RC pailncrs 52.500 47.72X 45 .246 40 .565 36 .844 32 .569 
Available for loan rcpa>mciil 6S.171 103.623 170.502 223 .656 284 .730 405 .086 
Repaymenl lo CKI 20.451 31.0X7 51.151 67 .097 85 .419 108.563 
Repaymeiil lo PRC pai1ncrs 47 .720 72.536 119.352 156.559 199.311 253 .314 
Allribulahlc lo JV pailicipaiits () () 0 0 0 43 .209 
C a s h receiMul hy C K I V)')1 r ^ 9 S 1999 2 0 0 0 ^ 2002 
Inleresl income 22.500 20.455 19.391 17.3S5 15.790 13,958 
Repayment ol ' loan principal 20.451 31 .087 51.151 67 .097 85 ,419 108,563 
Po i l ionofd i s l r ihu tab lccas l i 0 0 0 0 0 12,963 
C a s h i i i t o C K l -12.(乃1 51.542 70.542 K4.4K2 101.209 135.484 
Discount ratc 14.()6"" 14.()6"" 14.06",, 14 .06% 14 .06% 14,06% 
PV factor 1.0000 0 .8767 0.76X7 0 .6739 0 .5908 0 .5180 
P V ofcash tl(m 42,951 45 ,lSS 54,223 56,933 59 ,798 70,181 
1'\ ' o f t i ' i iuiiiiil Miliu' l)iscouii( r a t f l'N' r;u t<<r T e n n i i i a l va lue 
1,72S,59S 14.06",, 0.51X0 3 .337 .035 
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Shenyaiig R<>iuls 
In R M B Thousands 
JV project invcslnicnl 1.70().()(J() 
CKI's initial inveslnicnl ()0().()()0 
RMBAJSS 、飞(） 
Tolal present value of 1-CF 1.336.S 1 9 
Assu.npti.>ns m 7 199S 1999 2(丨(丨(丨 2001 2002 
Tranic now groNMli N'/.A 0.00",. 20.00"" 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 
Tollrale/cnl.A' grcmlli N/.A 0.()0"o 0.00"" 25 .00% 0 .00% 0 .00% 
OperEx./tuni"cn'cr AT* 0.00".. 15.()()"" 15.0()% 15.(K)% 15-00% 15.00% 
Nct pror. lsaUnlu>lodloCKI 0.00"., 52.94% 52.94% 52.94% 52.94% 52.94% 
Average daily lnilllc () 60000 720()0 X6400 1036X0 124416 
Avcragctollralos(RMH) ().()() 丨（)()(） 丨（)()(） 12.50 12.50 12.50 
*Oporating cxpcnscs/liinun-cr alter l;i\ 
l>, of,(s ro.TC;.s( 11川7 199S V)9<) 20(1(1 2001 2002 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Average daily rcvcinic () 600 720 1-0X0 1.296 L555 
Total annual loll rovcnuo () 216.000 259.200 3KS.S00 466.560 559,872 
YoYgi.mUh N A 0.00"n 20.00".. 50,00".. 20.00% 20.00% 
Bus ines sTax (5%) () ?-^?^ 丨2.%() !().440 23.328 27,994 
Nct rcvciuics 0 210.546 246.240 369.360 443.232 531.878 
Opcralingcxpcnses () 31.582 36.936 33.404 66.485 79.782 
l)oprocialion 0 85.()0() S5.()0() X5.000 85.000 85.000 
FJ^lT(lVofHs IVr) 0 93.964 124.30-1 22K.956 291.747 367.097 
liitcrosl 011 CK1 () 90.()()0 X9.731 8S'.794 85.561 H3.354 
IiUcivsl on l'RC pailnois () XO.O(JO 79.373 77.1X6 69.642 64.492 
Tax provision () () () () () 44.052 
PRC ciilcrprisc l;i\ ().()()"„ 0.00",, ().0(V," 0.00".. 0.00% 12.00% 
Local iiK-oiiic la\ (J.()0",, 0.()(r,, 0.0(J",, 0.00"., 0.00% 0.00% 
j;iv; |.;i,o ().0()",, ().()()‘‘,， (].()0"H 0.00"u 0.00% 12.00% 
Ncl profils lo J \ ' • (76.036) (44.X00) 62.976 136.545 175.200 
AllrihulahleprolhsioCKl () (32.695) (19.264) 27.0X0 5X.714 75.336 
.|V lrvv ,;ish t1..w UW ^ m 9 2 ^ ^ 2002 
Nctopo ia l ingpro lnsa r i c , l ax 0 93.964 124.304 228.956 291.747 323.045 
+ Dcproci;.tion 0 X5.000 S5.0()0 X5.000 85.000 85.000 
1-rcc c;isli llo\\ • 17S.964 2(J9.304 31.V)56 376.747 408.045 
liilcrcsl paid lo CKI () ;^0.(J()0 X9.731 XX.794 X5.561 X3.354 
l i i l c r c s l p ; i i d t o l>RC p a n i K T s () XO.OOU 7 9 . 3 7 3 7 7 . 1 X 6 6 9 . 6 4 2 6 4 . 4 9 2 
Available lor loan ivpaMiicnl () X.964 川.2()() 1-17.976 221.545 260.200 
Rcpayniont lo CK1 0 2.6X'； 12.()f,0 44.39.1 66.463 78,060 
Repayment lo l>RC pailnc,s 0 6.275 2X.1-1() 103.5X3 155.0X1 1^2.140 
Anribulalilc lo .1\' parlicipaiils (J 0 0 0 0 0 
Cash vcccivcil liy C K 1 | W ^ j m | j m 2 ^ ^ 2002 
lnlcrcsl iiicoiiic 0 90.(J()f) X9.731 XX.794 85.561 ^<3.354 
RcpayniciU oflo;ui pniKipal () 2.6X9 12.060 4^.39.1 66.463 7S.060 
Poilion ol\iislrilnit;ililo c;isli () 0 0 0 0 0 
Cash inlo CKI 0 92_6X9 101.791 H3 , lX7 152.024 161.414 
Discount i-;Uc 17.56"., 17.乂)',,， 17.56''" 17.5r,"‘‘ 17.56% 17.56% 
p\ ' iaclor ！ 0 S506 0.7236 O.r)155 0.5236 0.4454 
P \ »)l\asl . n..w - 7S.N44 73.653 Sl. 'J75 79.593 71,SSr> 
l'N ot'tiriniii:il v:ilm. l)isc(.imI r:ilf l)V l-Ktor Tcriiiiii;il value 
V>(i.S6S 17 56"., 0.4454 2.135.099 
Appendix XI ^戈 
J i a n g i u e n R o a i l s 
In RMT3 Thousands 
JV project inveslnicnl S00.0()0 
CKI's initial invesliiicnt 400.000 
RMBAJSS &3() 
Present v a l u c o r F C F 689.169 
Assu.npti<>ns V^-^7 19<JS 1999 2 0 0 0 2001 2 0 0 2 
Tran ic f l (nvgrouUi ~ l i H ^ , 230.00% 2 0 0 0 % 20 .00% 20 .00% 
Toll rate/cnti-ygroxMh N A 0.()(r" 25.00% 0 .00% 0 .00% 25.00% 
OpcrEx. / lurnovcrAT* 15.00"., 15,00"o 15.00% 15.00% 15.00% 15.00% 
Nct pronts atlrilnucd lo CK1 50.()()"" 5().()0% 50.()0"" 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 
Average da i ly l r a l lk 16000 19200 63360 76032 91238.4 109486.08 
Avcragctol l ra tcs{RMl^) ?.00 5.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 7.81 
*Operating cxpcnscs/liirnowr allcr l;ix 
I > n > n t s f . > . T c a s t P~^97 � 9 9 S 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 
~ ‘ i 2 3 4 5 6 
Average dailv rcvciiiic 如 (儿 -^96 475 570 855 
Total annual"loll .vvcnuc 2S.S'00 34.560 142.560 171.072 203.286 307,930 
YoY growlh N A 20.00",, 312.50% 2().0()% 20.00% 50.00% 
Bus incs sTax (5%) 1.肿） l-72X 7.128 X.554 10,264 15 .3% 
Nol rcvcnucs 27.360 32.8.^2 135.432 162.51X 195.022 292.533 
Opcratingoxpcnscs -l.l(M 4.()25 2 0 3 1 5 24.378 29.253 43.880 
Depreciation 16.500 16.500 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 
EBlT (Prolas 1V1') 6.756 1 1.407 75.117 98.141 125.769 208.653 
Interest pavnient lo CK1 33.000 33.000 0 0 0 0 
Taxpmvis ion () () ()-()14 ^ - 7 7 7 15.092 25,038 
PRC ciitcipi-isc tax 0,00"u 0.00"u 12.00",, 12.00",, 12.00% 12.00% 
Local incoiiic lax ().()0",, ().()()"" 0.00",, 0.00"., 0 .00% 0.00% 
T a x r a t e ().()() ' '" 0 . 0 0 " u 1 2 . 0 ( ) " o 1 2 . 0 0 % 1 2 . 0 0 % 1 2 . 0 0 % 
Nct piofils lo .IV (26.2-M) (21.593) 66.103 X6..V>4 110.677 183,615 
AUnhulah lepron ts toCKI (13.122) (10 .7%) 33.052 4.1.1X2 55,33X 91.807 
.IV Fi fo casli n.m ^ l J ^ ^ 2 0 ^ 2 0 ^ 2002 
Nct opcr;i l ingproHlsartcrlax 6.756 ll.-U)7 66.103 S6.364 110.677 1X3,615 
+Dcprccialion 16.500 16.500 40.000 40.000 40.000 40,000 
l' i ce casli llon 23.256 27,907 H)r,,103 126,364 150,677 223,615 
Inlcrosl paynicnl lo CKI 33.000 31.000 0 0 () 0 
Guarantccdpaynicnls loCKI () () 6X.00() 6X.000 68.000 68,000 
Cash to l'l^C pai1nor* (9.744) (5.093) 3X.103 5X.364 82.677 133.338 
Excess cash to .I\' pailicipants 0 0 0 0 0 22,277 
*(Shoinrall)/Funds ;u ail;ible lo l'RC p:"liKr 
Cash i ccoiN C(l by C k l U m ^ ^ ^ ^ 2002 
IiUcrcst paynionl lo CK1 33.()0() 33.0()0 () 0 0 0 
Guaranlcod payniont rcccnvd () () 6X.000 68.000 68.000 68.000 
Poilioii ofcxccss cash iocoi\od 0 () () () () 11.138 
Casli inlo CK1 33.000 33.0()() 6X.OO(J 68.000 68.000 79,138 
Capital cosl'I)iscount nilc 17.5f/,,, 1 7 . 5 f ) � 17.56')., 17.56',,, 17.56% 17.56% 
l)Vraclor 1.0()(J0 0.X506 0.7236 0.6155 0.5236 0.4454 
P V ol casli n . m 33,0(H) 2S.()71 49,203 41,S53 35 ,602 35 ,244 
1>\ (.rtc riiiiiial v;iliK' Discoimt i ;iH- l'V liictor Tcniiin;il value 
4 r . r , . i y r , 1 7 . 5 6 " , , 0 . 4 4 5 4 1 . 0 4 6 . 8 0 6 
Appendix X I I , 79 
CKI's po>vcr pliin(s in Cliiii;i 
In R M B Thousands 
R M B / U S $ N 0 
Total p r e s c n l v a l u c o n - C I ' .v2Xii.S^6 
R M B '000 C'KI's inilial Ckiaranlccd Remaining 
Power Planl iin usimcnt rclurn ralc J Y I i � e J \ ' lilc span 
Shanlou Chenghai p T ] :<'4.lNi;i ~ ~ ' ^ 5 - 2 0 1 0 “ 
Shantou Chaoyang B 249.000 0.24 1995-2010 B 
ShanlouTuopu C 313.740 0.24 1995-2010 13 
Nanhai Jiangnan D 90.576 0.24 1995-2004 S> 
Nanhai Power l'lanl 1 E 244.020 0 � S 1997-2(>12 15 
Zhuhai PowcrPlan l F 1.377.NOO a i S 1999-2019 20 
Fushun G 450.00fi 0.2 I997-20I7 ^ 
PowerPlan t A B C ^ ^ ^^  2 . 
Discounl ratc ~ ~ i T ^ u T I ^ 14 06",, 14 06",, 14.06",, \ 7.56»/« 14.06% 
N P V al cnd ol' '97 29.^274 :’57.651 450.G41 i n a 6 3 S 274.332 1,204,614 599,707 
V^.;ir KoUirns R^-uirns lvciurns Rclurns Ri.iums Returns Retums 
1994 (:Ci4.1Su) C249,nnn) f . i l3 .740j (9n.576) 
1995 49.n03 S9.760 75_29S 21,73S 
19% 49.11(13 59.7611 7.x29X 21,73.S (2+; .020j (1,377,S00) (450,000) 
1997 49,iH)3 59.76(1 7x29X 21.73X 4.1924 137,780 90,000 
199S 49.1)1)3 59.76i:i 75.29S 21.73X 43.924 137,7S0 90,000 
1999 49.0(r, v;.760 75,29S 21.73S 43.924 248.004 90,000 
2001) 49.110.^  59.760 75.29X 21.73S 43.924 24S,004 90,000 
5,-|Oi 卯.1.1« 59.760 7.r29X 21.73S 43.924 24S.004 90,000 
2oci2 4'),Ci0? 59,7C.n 75.29S 21,7.¾ 43.924 248,004 90,000 
2003 49.1)03 59.76Ci 75.29X 21.73X 4.v924 24S.004 90,000 
2(i,)4 4‘).i.iiV� S<).76i) 75.29X 21_73X 4.^v924 24S,004 90,000 
2005 4\).i)n’� .^9.7(',() 75.29X 43.924 24S,004 90,000 
201)6 4>),CHi.^ , V),76(i 75,2')S 43,924 24S.004 90.000 
21,,)7 _4').m; v).7(；,() 7;.2')X 4 1 9 2 4 24S.004 90.000 
2niix 4').nii^ v).7,,n 7x:<>S 43.924 24S,004 90,000 
2,,..9 4'M)ii,^, vi.7(-,i) 7 \2 ' )S 4X924 24S'.004 90.000 
2 „ i „ 49,111).^ . v).7.,o 75.29X 43.924 248,004 90,000 
201 1 43.924 248,004 90,000 
2,ii2 4.^924 248,004 90,000 
� , � ’ 24S,fX)4 90,000 
2014 248,004 90,000 
2015 248.004 90,000 
2,ii^ , 24S.004 90.000 
^0 ,7 248,004 90.000 
^,,ix 248.0(14 
2„i.) 24S,004 
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H o n g K o n y in r r : i s l ruc lu rc i-i l:ili'il l u i � i m ' � s i \ s 
In H K $ '000 
Cons l r i ic ( ion inaU-ri:ils husiiu'ssi 's 
1993 19'J4 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
E B T * 143,060 262,lOii 45S.227 664,429 S%.979 U>76,375 1’291’650 
Growlh N/A X3.21"n 74.S.V'u 4rO(i"u 35.00Ho 20.00% 20.00% 
Tax 3,300 1 1.400 3.500 109.631 14S.002 177,602 213,122 
Net profit 139,760 250,700 4M.727 5.M.79S 748.97S H9HJ73 1,078,528 
Growth N/A 79.3S",, S1.3S"u 22,01% 35.00% 20.00% 20.00% 
*Eamings before lax 
Use a P / E o f l 2 X , vitluc (>"lie husiiu'ss :it yo:ir t.ml 1997 
= S,987,733 
I I o n g Koi i^ Kloctric 
l)ividcnds VoY l )Vof 
Dividends lo CKI changc K'el prol'its l)/0 ralio dividends to CKI 
1990 767.00(1 N/A N/,A 1,930,000 0.40 
1991 ,SX9.000 K'..\ i'ilO 2-342,nOCi 0,3S 
1992 1.051.000 N/A 0.1S 3.050.000 0.34 
]993 1.151.000 N/A 0.1 n 3..i,S0.000 0.34 
1994 1,272.000 N A 0 1 1 3,S4XjX)0 0.33 
1995 1,415.000 N/A 0,1 1 4.1 S6,(i00 0.34 
1996 1,5S4.S00 N/A 0.12 4.6XS,.^i20 0,34 
1997 2.625,459 91S.91 1 ii. 12 5,250.91.S Ci.>n 918.911 
1998 2,940.514 1.029.1S0 0.12 5.SX1.029 0.50 90S,f(4S 
1999 3,293,376 1.152.6S2 0.12 6.5X6.75： 0.5n S98,S96 
2000 3.f>SS.5Sl 1.291.1.11¾ i>. 12 7.377.162 0.50 ^S9,053 
2001 4.131.21 1 1.445.924 0, | ： S.262.42： 0.5i> «79,318 
2002 4.461.70S 1.561,59>! O.OX X.92:v416 
T()tal pris i ' i i t v;iliii. 
= 22/>lS,J75 
l>V or tcn i i i i i a l v;iliif l)iscoiiiit r:itu l>V n u t o r Teriiimitl viiluc 
lS.12.v34S i T T ^ 0.60X1357X2 29,S01,4S3 
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Appendix X i V Cl<l Prospective Projects 
In our analysis and valuation, we take into account all of current projects in which we 
believe, as far as the information we have on hand shows, CKI has already committed 
itself. Saloman Brothers estimated that in 1997 and 1998, CKI would invest around 
HK$20 bn in projects in China. Most of the investment will go into new projects;* 
During the first eight months after its listing, CKI has signed some other agreements and 
some letters of intent with Chinese parties, which we have not taken into our study. 
Following is a brieflist of these prospective projects. 
1. Guangzhou East-South-West Ring Road 
In July 19%, days after CKI got listed on HKSE, CKI announced that it had signed an 
agreement with Hopewell Holdings and Guangzhou Freeway Company on the 
Guangzhou East-South-West Ring Road Project, which had been undertaken by the 
latter two partners but suspended due to cost overrun. CKT agreed to invest RMB9.5 
bn to reactivate the project, taking a 45% stake. Under the terms of the agreement, 
Guangzhou Freeway Company would contract to build the ring road on a turnkey 
basis and offer the Hong Kong parties an assured return on investment o f 2 0 % . 
Despite of the signing of the new agreement, there is no real progress in the project by 
the end of March 1997. ' ' 
^^  Source: Sing Dao Daily. Feb. 15, 1997. 
35 Source: Reuters. HopcwelK CK1 in Road Talks. Mar. 21. 1997. 
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2. Guangdong Zengcheng Highway 
In late March 1997, CK1 agreed to acquire 51 percent of the Lixin Highway in 
Zengcheng, Guangdong Province. The 30-kin HI<$200 mn highway came into 
operation in October 1995. The JV will expire in 25 years. 
3. Yellow River Bridge'^' 
CKI signed a letter of intent on the construction a bridge over the Yellow River in 
Henan Province, with estimated cost at RMB550 inn. CKI ' s proposed stake is 45%. 
If the project is further pursued, the 3008-meter bridge will be completed in around 
two years. This reflected CKI,s intention to diversify into the middle and western part 
of China. 
4. Shanxi Qinling Power Plant 
In March 1997, CKI signed a letter of in ten t to take a 49% stake in the Qinling Power 
Plant, which is an existing coal-fire power plant with 80 M W capacity. Total 
investment of CKI will be around HK$1.5 bn. This represents CKI,s first move into 
northwest China. Besides, CKI also has the intention to buy the power plants held by 
• ^ 7 
Yugang Company from Henan Province.�. 
While we have not considered the above projects in our valuation of CKI, the market 
might have built these into their expectation the consequent increase of CKFs net asset 
^^  Source: Wen Wei Po. Nov. 1. 1()%. 
37 Source: Sing Dao Daily, Mar. 25. 1997. 
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value. If we take Saloinan Brothers ' estimate that CKI will invest H K $ 1 8 bn in new 
projects. Assume that CK1 is able to maintain a NAV/cash ratio of 1.4 for these projects, 
the H K $ 1 2 bn investment, then, might be able to increase CKI ' s net asset base by HK$4.8 
bn, representing an increase in per share value of approximately HK$2.10. If w e add this 
to our valuation result of per share value of HI<$20.16 at the end of 1997, that will 
increase to HK$22.26. 
Appendix X V ^^ 
Regression o f C K l slock pricc against HS1 
Regression Statistics 
MullipIe R 0.56523 
R Square 0.31948 
Adjusted R Squaro 0.30004 
Standard Enor 0.03513 
Observations 37 
ANOVA 
clf ^ ^ /•• Sioni/icance F 
Regression 1 0 .02027~~~0 .02027~16 .43146 0.00027 
Residual 35 0.04319 0.00123 
Total 36 0.06346 
Coefficienls Siandard Error i Siai P-valne Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95% Upper 95% 
I,itercept 0.0109X 0.00584 1.X7X30 0.06869 -0.000X9 0.02284 -0.00089 0.02284 
X Variable 1 1.05313 0.25980 4.05357 0.00027 0.52570 丨.5如55 0.52570 1.58055 
Ik'(a of C K I = 1.05313 
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